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Preface

Technology is one of the most important topics in the anti-trafficking field today. The use and misuse of technology permeates virtually every aspect of the crime and its response. For these reasons, addressing the role of technology vis-à-vis the crime of trafficking in human beings (THB) has been a priority of my Office for a number of years. This work began by recognizing the positive role that technology can play in combating THB, mapping the technology tools used by anti-trafficking practitioners in the OSCE region and beyond, and raising awareness about the potential of such tools to help identify victims and investigate cases of THB.¹

We have also examined the myriad ways that technology is misused by traffickers across all aspects of the THB business model, including recruitment, control and exploitation. Our research revealed that inadequate attention has been given to understanding how States are addressing technology-facilitated THB from a policy perspective. Nor has the rationale or impact of various regulatory models on different technology sectors been sufficiently examined. The publication before you is an attempt to close this gap and bring more clarity to the topic.

This report provides an analysis of how technology-facilitated THB has been approached from the perspective of policy and legislation across the OSCE participating States. While looking primarily at the accelerating shift toward government-led responses, the report also examines the policies and practices adopted by the private sector and civil society organizations. These non-State initiatives are important for many reasons, including the innovative approaches they have taken, as well as their successes and failures which offer insight into how different sectors can be impacted by future policy development at the State level. In addition, the report offers recommendations for policy and legislative responses by OSCE participating States to the misuse of technology to exploit THB victims.

This report does not present model legislation. Its focus is on the most important elements of the policy debate around technology-facilitated THB, such as self-regulation versus government-led regulation, voluntary versus mandatory compliance, and the balance of sector-specific considerations that might lead policy makers to propose appropriate regulations related to: monitoring, reporting, transparency, liability, content removal, and blocking of online platforms. We believe that without understanding these important concepts, the pros and cons of different approaches, and how they influence the technology-facilitated THB landscape, policymakers cannot engage in a meaningful conversation about the laws and policies needed in their countries.

A unique feature of the report is that it focuses on policy aspects related to technology-facilitated THB of both minors and adults. A significant part of the current global anti-trafficking effort is dedicated to children, especially with regard to their online sexual exploitation or the creation and distribution of child sexual abuse material. This emphasis is understandable given the vulnerability of children and the harm they are exposed to. Nonetheless, the problem of exploitation of adults through the misuse of technology

¹ See OSCE and Tech Against Trafficking, Leveraging innovation to fight trafficking in human beings: A comprehensive analysis of technology tools (Vienna: OSCE and TAT, 22 June 2020).
also needs to be urgently addressed, since more and more adult victims of THB for sexual exploitation are being exploited online.

Discussions about policies and legislation related to technology companies and THB can often be sensitive. Arguments have been put forward that private companies should not be regulated, and attempts to do so are often framed as a threat to internet freedom or other rights. At the same time, the persistent nature and scale of harms perpetrated with the assistance of technology demands a new and more robust response that is tailored to the unique risks presented by different technologies (e.g. social media presents challenges, and requires solutions, that can often be different from file storage services which are different from private message boards).

The complexities of technology-facilitated THB require a “whole of society” approach and a set of comprehensive and targeted measures that are up to the task. In light of the clear limitations of the traditional self-regulation approach founded on voluntary action, the time has clearly come for mandatory, State-led policies that bring a harmonized approach to combating technology-facilitated THB.

I hope that this report will serve as a useful resource to support the ongoing dialogue regarding the best ways to address technology-facilitated THB, and that it will assist policymakers, civil society and technology companies to take optimal decisions in their endeavour to end the misuse of technology for THB purposes.

Valiant Richey

OSCE Special Representative and Co-ordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings
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## Acronyms and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEDAW</td>
<td>Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSAM</td>
<td>Child Sexual Abuse Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE</td>
<td>child sexual exploitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSEM</td>
<td>child sexual exploitation material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSEC</td>
<td>commercial sexual exploitation of children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECJ</td>
<td>European Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECPAT</td>
<td>End Child Prostitution and Trafficking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU GDPR</td>
<td>General Data Protection Regulation of the European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>information and communication technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP</td>
<td>internet service provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCMEC</td>
<td>National Center for Missing and Exploited Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCE</td>
<td>Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THB</td>
<td>trafficking in human beings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCRC</td>
<td>United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNODC</td>
<td>United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNTOC</td>
<td>United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID</td>
<td>United States Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Glossary of key terms

Instrument serving as a guide for countries developing comprehensive national legislation against cybercrime and as a framework for international cooperation between State parties.

Child sexual abuse material
Material depicting acts of sexual abuse and/or focusing on the genitalia of children.

Cybercrime
Criminal acts committed online using electronic communications networks and information systems.

Cyber security
Prevention of damage to, protection of, and restoration of computers, electronic communications systems, electronic communications services, wire communication, and electronic communication, including information contained therein, to ensure its availability, integrity, authentication, confidentiality, and nonrepudiation.

Digital Services Act (DSA)

The foundational legal framework for online services in the EU. It aims to remove obstacles to cross-border online services.

Encrypted communication/Encryption
Cryptographic transformation of data (called “plaintext”) into a form (called “ciphertext”) that conceals the data’s original meaning to prevent it from being known or used.

FOSTA-SESTA
Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA) and Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act (SESTA) are the U.S. Senate and House bills that became law on 11 April 2018 as the FOSTA-SESTA package.

Instrument that criminalizes a broad range of sexual offences against children. It sets out that parties shall adopt specific legislation and take measures to prevent sexual violence, to protect child victims and to prosecute perpetrators.

Notice and take down
A mechanism whereby an internet intermediary is called upon directly by a private entity (individual, company, rights holders organization, etc.) to remove or disable access to information in response to a breach of their rights (or more generally, of the law). In the EU, a notice and take-down mechanism is implied, but not directly provided, in Article 14 of the E-Commerce Directive 2000/31/EC.

Online Platform
Digital service[s] that facilitate interactions between two or more distinct but interdependent sets of users (whether firms or individuals) who interact through the service via the Internet.

Palermo Protocols
Protocols adopted by the United Nations to supplement the UNTOC (UN Convention on Transna-
tional Organized Crime, also known as the Palermo Convention). They are the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children; the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air; and the Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and Components and Ammunition.

**Technology-facilitated trafficking in human beings**
Refers to trafficking in human beings offences occurring or facilitated through the use of technology.

**Safe harbour**
An exemption or immunity from liability, sometimes as the result of having taken certain action such as due diligence. For example, the European Union’s E-commerce Directive introduces a safe harbour principle under which three types of online intermediaries who host or transmit content provided by a third party are exempt from liability under certain conditions.

**Voluntary Principles to Counter Online Child Sexual Exploitation and Abuse**

The Voluntary Principles were developed following an action agreed at the Five Countries Ministerial meeting held in London in July 2019. A working group of officials from New Zealand, Australia, the United Kingdom, the United States and Canada worked in consultation with some larger technology companies to develop the principles.

Introduction

1. The challenge

It has been almost 35 years since Melvin Kranzberg stated “technology is neither good nor bad – nor is it neutral”. Technology has changed significantly since then, and it has proved to be a double-edged sword, in the context of trafficking in human beings (THB), technology is the principal industry sector that has the potential to be both part of the problem and part of the solution in finding effective ways to address human trafficking.

Internet and communication technology (ICT) has led to the emergence and rapid expansion of technology-facilitated THB offences. Indeed, the misuse of technology has become central to the modus operandi of trafficking networks and perpetrators globally. At the most basic level, ICT – and the internet specifically – facilitates connectivity among perpetrators, between traffickers and their victims, as well as with users of goods and services extracted from victims.

However, framing the issue merely in terms of facilitating person-to-person communication vastly understates the impact of ICT on THB. Human trafficking can be understood as an illicit marketplace where people are treated as commodities, a market that is governed by dynamics of supply, demand, price and competition. A key concern is that the misuse of technology is contributing to the overall expansion of the THB marketplace, increasing efficient interaction between illicit supply and demand, as well as fostering ever greater proceeds. While the proceeds of crime are difficult to estimate, research undertaken by the International Labour Organization (ILO) points to a fivefold increase in the profits generated by human trafficking/forced labour in the decade between 2005 and 2014, with profits reaching an estimated US $150 billion per year.

Technology has enabled traffickers to operate more efficiently, while dramatically expanding their reach. This has effectively increased the scale, geographic scope and speed at which THB crimes are being committed. Technology also offers new opportunities for human traffickers, in essence increasing the forms of THB. For example, the livestreaming of sexual acts - predominantly involving children - to a typically closed audience is one relatively new and rapidly expanding technology-facilitated phenomenon that is extremely difficult to curtail.

As technology becomes ever more central to both licit and illicit marketplaces, the challenge posed by technology-facilitated THB is set to increase. Effective responses are urgently required. In particular, attention to fostering safety and countering the harms – including substantive human rights violations – facilitated by the misuse of technology is needed.

2. The response

Responding to the growth of technology-facilitated THB has been recognized by the international community as a key challenge, particularly in the area of capacity building. For example, in Resolution 27/2 of 2018 of the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, UN Member States mandated UN-ODC to “continue providing, within its existing mandate, technical assistance and training to Member States, in particular developing countries, at their request, to improve and build capacities to prevent and combat trafficking in persons that is facilitated by the criminal misuse of information and communications technologies, and to utilize technology to prevent and address such trafficking”.

Similarly, the 2013 Addendum to the OSCE Action Plan on Combating Trafficking in Human Beings recommends that OSCE participating States “promot[e] regular training courses, as appropriate, in accordance with national legal systems, for officials ... on all recent trends and aspects of THB, including ... the use of the Internet and other information and communication technologies”.

communication technologies (ICTs) for committing THB related crimes, as well as training on the use of financial investigation techniques linked with THB related cases, and exchange of best practices”.  

Less attention, however, has been paid at the national and international level to developing the necessary policy responses to technology-facilitated THB. By and large, countries have not taken steps to recognize technology-facilitated THB in their criminal statutes, updated criminal procedure codes or established the necessary industry standards on monitoring and reporting illegal content, mitigating risk or ensuring transparency. Instead, most countries have delegated regulation of the technology sector to the technology companies themselves. The result is a fragmented patchwork of policies and approaches that are ill-equipped to address the scale of the problem, the diversity of harms, and the sector-specific challenges that exist.

3. The paper

This report examines the different policy approaches taken by OSCE participating States to tackling the challenges posed by technology-facilitated THB.

In Part A, the paper begins by examining how technology has impacted the crime of THB and takes stock of how crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic have exacerbated an already grim state of affairs.

In Part B, the paper next explores how States have responded to technology-facilitated THB in their criminal statutes and criminal procedure codes, concluding that most countries need to expand and update their criminal procedures to account for the myriad challenges posed by technology-facilitated THB.

Part C examines the broader regulatory approach of countries to the technology industry in the context of THB, including the historical reliance on self-regulation and the recent, accelerating shift toward State-led regulation. It examines efforts by the private sector and multi-stakeholder initiatives to improve the technology industry’s response to technology-facilitated THB, and the successes and failures of the self-regulatory model. Part C concludes by looking at recent examples on how governments have begun to approach stronger, State-led regulation.

Part D examines central issues for policy makers in regulating the technology sector related to THB, including prevention measures such as age-verification, monitoring and reporting of prohibited content, content removal and blocking of websites, liability for online platforms, and transparency.

Part E presents the paper’s final conclusions and a set of recommendations for policy makers to enhance safety, protect people online, and establish a clear and fair regulatory system for companies.

This paper is based on desk research and analysis of existing legislation and policies, as well as targeted interviews with representatives of law enforcement authorities and civil society organizations from OSCE participating States and Partners for Cooperation who are engaged in addressing the misuse of technology for THB purposes. While it draws conclusions and presents recommendations, the primary purpose of this report is to introduce the key considerations and myriad of issues faced by governments – as well as the technology industry and civil society – in addressing technology-facilitated THB from a policy perspective. The objective of the paper is to guide proactive, impactful policymaking that fosters safety for everyone and discourages online exploitation.

19 See OSCE, Decision No. 1107 Addendum to the OSCE Action Plan on Combating Trafficking in Human Beings (Vienna: OSCE, 6 December 2013), point 4.1, section II.

20 “Technology-facilitated trafficking” is understood for the purposes of this report as human trafficking offences (defined in line with the UN Protocol on Trafficking of Persons) that use digital technologies during any element of the offence.
1. How information and communication technologies have changed the THB landscape

While ICT has enabled people to connect globally, it has also facilitated connectivity at a huge scale between THB perpetrators, their victims, and users of the services provided by victims. Indeed, technology has become ubiquitous within THB dynamics. Jessica Harrison, Operations Manager at the Modern Slavery and Trafficking Unit of the UK National Crime Agency has noted that traffickers have leveraged some form of digital technology in 100% of the sex trafficking cases reviewed by her unit the last three years.\(^{21}\)

As noted in the below figure, ICT infiltrated every stage of the THB process:

a. **Planning the crime:** Traffickers use digital and network technologies such as encrypted apps to anonymously and securely plan and communicate with each other.

b. **Recruiting and exerting control over victims:** Traffickers use social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and VKontakte (Russia's largest social media platform) to profile, groom and recruit potential victims. In cases of sexual abuse, criminals use these platforms to study potential victims’ posts to learn how to present themselves, for example as a boyfriend, a confidant, or an escape. In the case of labour exploitation, traffickers make use of career portals to post false job advertisements, or they actively roam social media platforms to scout for job seekers. Children and teenagers, especially girls, are specifically groomed and controlled through chat rooms, messaging apps and social networking sites like Facebook, Snapchat and KIK. Material that is sensitive due to its sexually explicit nature is repeatedly used to exercise control: traffickers threaten victims that if they do not follow the trafficker’s instructions, the material will be shared with their family members and friends.

![Diagram of how technologies infiltrated the human trafficking landscape](image-url)

Source: GI-TOC, 2021\(^{22}\)

---

21 Telephone interview with Jessica Harrison, Operations Manager, Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking Unit, 19 November 2020.

Exploiting, coercing and deceiving victims: Traffickers use messaging/conferencing apps like Skype and online games like Second Life to coerce victims into being exploited, for example by sharing intimate images. In the case of sexual exploitation, sexual abuse is live-streamed, recorded, stored and distributed further.

Advertising to buyers: Traffickers use technologies to market their victims on various online platforms, both on the surface web and the dark web. Adult services websites play a core role in advertising the services of persons trafficked for sexual exploitation. However, the misuse of mainstream platforms like Facebook, Instagram, VKontakte, Odnoklassniki23 and Twitter is also high.

Distributing illicit materials: Sexual exploitation material is distributed via peer-to-peer networks and stored in cloud applications such as Dropbox, Google Drive, OneDrive, etc. These materials are distributed via online social-media platforms like Facebook, Snapchat, KIK, Instagram, WhatsApp, etc. Live-streaming services such as Skype are also commonly used.

Facilitating transportation and accommodation of victims of trafficking: Perpetrators use technology to purchase travel tickets, or book temporary accommodation online. In many contexts, sex traffickers are known to regularly move victims between locations such as hotels or residences.

Hiding and moving the proceeds of crime: The emergence of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Altcoin has enabled traffickers to anonymously and securely receive their illegal proceeds, as well as to distribute funds between members of their criminal networks. Various reports also confirm that illicit funds from THB flow through the traditional financial services sector as well, often facilitated by technology.

A key additional concern in the context of sexually explicit material of persons trafficked online is that technology-based records of their exploitation (e.g., videos) often continue to be circulated online (e.g., by the perpetrator convicted. This is commonplace in the context of the production of pornography and the (un-)known sharing of abusive material or live webcam videos. Most adult service sites do not require (meaningful) age verification for a person to upload pornographic videos or of the persons depicted in the material. Some sites allow content to be downloaded directly from the site; consequently, even if abusive material is removed by a company, it still can be shared with others or uploaded again.24 The consequence of the persistent presence of online material depicting exploitation is the ongoing or repeated traumatization of victims.

Given the volume of data and number of online sites, traditional investigative techniques into abusive and exploitative material do not suffice for the online environment. Furthermore, as will be discussed later in this report, legislation and policies addressing these issues often lag well behind technological advancements, as well as behind traffickers’ misuse of the technology. This further fuels the proliferation of technology-facilitated THB.

Online sexual exploitation of children

The internet has made it easier for children to be trafficked for sexual exploitation, whether it be through online grooming and recruitment or online sexual abuse. For example, according to the 2018 Thorn report Survivor Insights: The Role of Technology in Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking, technology is playing an increasing role in grooming and controlling child victims of sex trafficking in the United States. Before 2004, minors were advertised online in 38% of cases; this almost doubled by 2018, when online advertising of minors had increased to 75% of cases.25

A common pattern in some regions is for criminals to take advantage of economically deprived families by luring parents into exploitative activities, such as livestreaming sexual abuse of their children for payments.26 The latter has been widely reported in Southeast Asian countries, where some

---


parents might not even perceive online child sexual exploitation (CSE) as harmful to their children, since there is no physical interaction involved. Such illicit activity is made easier by the existence of a large number of persons willing to pay to view online child sexual abuse and the minimal investment required: in order to commit the crime, all that is needed is an internet connection, a smartphone with a camera and microphone, and a platform to receive financial payments. This makes it easier to access, download, produce and share child sexual exploitation material (CSEM) online.

The expansion of the THB marketplace discussed above is particularly tangible in the context of online CSEM. The volume of CSEM identified globally has increased exponentially in recent years – from one million reports of CSEM in 2014 to 18.4 million reports in 2018. These reports contained over 45 million online photos and videos of children being sexually abused – more than double the number of those found in 2017.27

Online child CSE is often addressed by tailored policy and legal instruments, and there are arguments for addressing online CSE as a separate crime from that of THB. However, in many cases, online CSE falls within the definition of THB set out in the Palermo Protocol – i.e., it contains an “action” (e.g. recruitment or harbouring) for an exploitative purpose (a means is not required when the victim is a child). Court decisions across a range of OSCE participating States have found online CSE to meet the elements of THB.28 Consequently, online CSE is one of the THB phenomena explored within this report.

2. The impact of crises on technology-facilitated THB

Countries are not always able to design their anti-trafficking systems to respond to major developments that take place at national, regional or global levels, regardless of the available resources. Unpredictable crisis situations can happen, and they can have a major impact on anti-trafficking systems, with the most significant recent example being the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on anti-trafficking systems.29

The COVID-19 pandemic, and the ensuing restrictions imposed upon in-person interaction, shifted many activities online; the THB marketplace was no exception. Children’s online vulnerabilities and increased digital presence are major attack vectors that traffickers have been increasingly exploiting during the pandemic. Prominent law enforcement agencies such as Europol and the FBI have issued warnings to parents and teachers about increased risks of online child exploitation: according to the FBI “offenders may make casual contact with children online, gain their trust, and introduce sexual conversation that increases in egregiousness over time”.30

These dynamics have played out at the national and regional levels. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Europol reported a spike in demand for online child sexual exploitation and distribution of CSEM in many parts of Europe, as more predators and potential perpetrators were confined at home. For example, German authorities reported that cases involving child sexual abuse images online doubled during the pandemic.31 The Swedish National Police also reported an increase in the sharing of CSEM online following the introduction of lockdown measures.32 Similarly, Spain and Denmark reported an increase in the number of reports of CSEM online and attempted access to illicit websites and forums containing CSEM. Spain noted a 25% increase in peer-to-peer downloads of CSEM over the last two weeks of March 2020.33
Other law enforcement agencies reported that the already high number of CSEM tripled in 2020, following the start of the pandemic.\[34\] Given that 2021 was recently reported to be the worst year on record for online child exploitation\[35\], the accelerated download and sharing of exploitative material could point towards a permanent expansion of the CSEM market.

During periods of increased demand for CSEM, existing child victims might be exposed to greater frequencies of violence and exploitation, especially when the abusers are their own caregivers, and when home is not a safe place for them.\[36\] Moreover, as is the case for adult victims of trafficking, child victims and survivors might find their access to protection, legal and rehabilitation services reduced or cut off due to lockdown measures. Furthermore, given the increased sharing and distribution of CSEM, child victims and survivors may experience earlier abuse materials still being circulated and distributed on the internet, and at a faster pace and higher volume, thus leading to further traumatization.

It is not only trafficking in children that has moved further online during the COVID-19 pandemic. Trafficking of adults has also undergone similar shifts in response to offline movement restrictions. Adult services websites, reported in many countries to be the type of e-platform most targeted by traffickers, are expanding in size and diversifying their services. Since traffickers can easily utilize such sites, their expansion is believed to increase the risks for exploitation.\[37\] Another example is the introduction by adult services websites in the UK of webcam services. This type of service has reportedly been used to exploit THB victims.\[38\]

An important piece of this evolving landscape is the impact of the pandemic on the response to THB. One worrying trend observed during the pandemic’s lockdown measures is the private sector’s decreased cybersecurity and human monitoring capacities related to digital services or platforms they offer or manage, especially social media. Social media companies like Facebook, Twitter and Youtube have reduced their in-office moderators during the pandemic and temporarily increased reliance on monitoring algorithms to moderate content on their platforms.\[39\] This shift has reportedly been associated with decreased human oversight and longer delays in reviewing potentially harmful content, raising security and accuracy concerns related to these service providers’ policing algorithms. This decreased cyber security and human monitoring capacity, coupled with an increase in digital presence of children online, as discussed above, creates opportunities for traffickers.

While some companies agree that their contingency plans included relying more on artificial intelligence, they report that this actually led to an increase in the number of removals of prohibited content, with the result that more content was removed rather than less. As a result, the companies note, there were more appeals and technology companies prioritized human review to resolve those appeals. However, this situation highlights that automated monitoring is not a perfect, stand-alone solution.

Likewise, the response of governments has been impacted. Although the COVID-19 pandemic has reportedly led to a surge in demand that has fostered online sexual exploitation of both children and adults, the prosecution rate of such illicit activities reportedly dropped by 90% as resources were redirected and in-person court proceedings and investigations slowed dramatically or even closed down.\[40\] Thus, as traffickers were shifting online, private sector and law enforcement online efforts actually contracted.

In short, the COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted some traditional forms of THB, but it has also exacerbated the THB risks of both existing victims and vulnerable groups. Recent experience demonstrates that such crises can prompt shifts in the modes and venues of exploitation that are challenging to address; likewise, they can disrupt the anti-trafficking response across investigation and prosecution, protection, prevention and partnerships. The COVID-19 pandemic, and its resulting social, political and economic crises, has shown that policymakers are generally not prepared to respond quickly to such abrupt shocks and their consequences in society. Meanwhile, human traf-

38 Telephone interview with Jessica Harrison, Operations Manager, Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking Unit, 19 November 2020.
fickers have shown once again their ability to adapt. Assisted by the shift in resources and priorities towards virus containment measures, traffickers have nimbly exploited the efficiency of online platforms, as well as reduced monitoring and policing capabilities from law enforcement and the private sector, to maintain their business model.41

In conclusion, when countries are in the face of sudden, major crises that can lead to increased vulnerabilities and increased risks of exploitation, policymakers have to be agile and rapidly design policy solutions that can diminish the negative impact of crises. The deliberative nature of policy adoption can make this a difficult task, but there are always basic actions that authorities can take to prevent or mitigate exploitative situations during crises. Advance planning is one important element that can ease the burden of short-term crisis response. Adequate and sustainable funding of anti-trafficking response systems and strong institutional frameworks can also help mitigate the impacts of crises.42


Addressing technology-facilitated THB in criminal justice legal frameworks

Legal frameworks often lag behind technological innovations, leaving legislative loopholes and gaps, as well as insufficient understanding of evolving challenges that require specific solutions. In the case of THB, this deficiency has fostered a sense of impunity for traffickers, encouraging perpetrators to perceive the crime as low risk and high reward. It also makes technology-facilitated THB more difficult to investigate and prosecute because legal frameworks do not always account for evolving criminal landscapes and the ability of criminals to mainstream technology in their operations. For example, widespread stringent data protection legislation, and the overall drive for enhanced privacy for individuals online, can pose a substantive challenge to investigations of technology-facilitated THB that often require access to personal data. As the pivotal role of technology in most, if not all, THB cases is increasingly recognized, countries are beginning to closely examine the issue and, in limited cases, introduce reform in their legal systems to address the challenges that responding to technology-facilitated THB brings.

This section considers how countries have responded to technology-facilitated THB through laws and policies in their criminal justice systems, specifically: 1) how legislation has defined the THB offense in criminal law and whether technology-facilitated THB is captured implicitly or explicitly; and 2) whether States’ criminal procedures cover the investigation and prosecution of technology-facilitated THB offenses, including the collection and use of electronic evidence in prosecutions. In particular, the paper highlights trends in approaches adopted by OSCE participating States, together with contrasting positions or points of ongoing debate.

1. Technology-facilitated THB in international law and national legislation

   a. Legislation criminalizing THB

   Broadly, current international and regional legal frameworks criminalizing THB – ranging from the Palermo Protocol to instruments covering forms of child labour, forced labour, slavery and other overlapping areas – do not explicitly recognize the role of technology in facilitating human trafficking. There is an ongoing discussion within literature, among the legal and law enforcement practitioners in OSCE participating States interviewed in the framework of this report, and between policy makers as to whether explicitly including technology as a facilitator/enabler in international and national legal frameworks is needed and could enhance effective investigation and prosecution of technology-facilitated THB offenses, or whether existing definitions are sufficiently flexible and do not require amendment.

   For example, some international bodies, including the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), have noted that “the realities of trafficking … extend beyond the scope of the United Nations Trafficking Protocol.” The CEDAW emphasizes “the recent trends and the role of information communication technology, social media and chat apps in the recruitment of women and girls and their exploitation” and has called for legal frameworks to “[address] contemporary methods of trafficking, including those using information and communications technologies, including social media.” In a contrasting position, the Council of Europe emphasizes the flexibility of the definitions in the Protocol, arguing instead that technology can


44 The key international instrument criminalizing human trafficking offences, the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons Especially Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, defines trafficking as the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons by the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, abduction, fraud, deception, abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving payments or benefits with the purpose of exploitation. While technology can be used in any stage of the crime, it is not explicitly included in the above definition, or indeed at any point in the Palermo Protocol. The supporting international instruments, covering forms of child labour, slavery, and other overlapping areas, are similarly silent on the use of technology, as are regional instruments such as The Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings.

be part of the commission of any element of the offence, and does not require explicit recognition.\(^46\)

The predominant approach among the OSCE participating States is to apply THB frameworks originally crafted for “offline” contexts to technology-facilitated THB offences without express references to technology in the statutory definition of the crime. This approach was reflected in conversations with practitioners: stakeholders contacted during the research for this report, including national law enforcement bodies operationally tasked with investigating and prosecuting technology-facilitated THB offences, largely opined that the existing definitions of THB in their national legislation were sufficiently broad to apply to the wide range of contexts in which technology operates as an enabler. They generally did not perceive the lack of explicit reference to technology in legislation as a barrier to operations. For example, in support of this perspective, representatives from the Cyber Crimes Unit of Israel (an OSCE Partner for Co-operation) reported that two recent cases involving livestreaming of sexual abuse – where technology played a core role in committing the crime – were successfully prosecuted under Israel’s Penal Code as sex trafficking offences, even though the Israeli Penal Code does not expressly include technology as an enabler to those offences.\(^47\)

Further, the risk of becoming quickly outdated is an ever-present challenge to legislation related to technology at large. Incorporating explicit references to technology as an enabler into legislation would need to be sensitive to the risk of unintentionally excluding possible uses of technology. Drafting approaches such as that adopted in the EU General Data Protection Regulation, which are based on principles together with more detailed provisions, have been designed to mitigate this risk. Using principles in legal definitions ensures that potential developments in technology misused for trafficking purposes will not obviate the application of relevant laws and thus will not disrupt the legal process.

On the other hand, incorporating an explicit reference to technology as an enabler was perceived by some stakeholders as a valuable tool for enhancing awareness of the central role played by technology in the committing of THB offences. In support for this approach, Dani Pinter, Senior Legal Counsel at the Law Center of the US National Center on Sexual Exploitation, highlighted the norm-building aspects of legislation: “People are educated by the statute”. Pinter cited the recent inclusion of leveraging drug addiction as a form of coercion into THB provisions, noting that it had greatly enhanced awareness of this widespread practice, facilitating prosecution, despite the fact that such forms of coercion technically fell within the scope of the THB statute prior to its amendment. Pinter concluded that expressly including technology as an enabler could, in an analogous way, “help courts and everyone understand that traffickers use the internet as a tool”. Similarly, law enforcement in Kazakhstan opined that THB offences should explicitly provide for combating recruitment of victims via ICT.\(^48\) Importantly, referencing technology-facilitated THB would also serve to rebut any potential claim that a lack of explicit reference to technology in offences constitutes an implicit exclusion of technology-facilitated offences.

A growing number of strategic and policy frameworks explicitly emphasize the role of technology as an enabler in committing THB offenses (see Annex 1). Some examples in practice from the OSCE region draw attention to technology-facilitated THB in the legal framework. For example, the Criminal Code of the Republic of Moldova expressly indicates information and communication technologies as a means to groom children including for sexual exploitation purposes. In the same context, the State of Washington in the U.S. had a crime called “communicating with a minor for immoral purposes” which was roughly equivalent to “grooming.” With the rapid development of internet and increasing instances of online grooming, the State amended the statute to provide that if the communicating was done online it became a felony (instead of a misdemeanor).\(^49\) This was done both as a deterrent and to incentivize law enforcement to pay increased attention to the misuse of internet for sexual exploitation of children.

In many jurisdictions, policymakers could alternatively adopt interpretive guidance to explain that the legal THB definitions featured in laws include technology-facilitated THB within their scope, to facilitate application of the law to such offences and ensure the laws are applied coherently. In this way, although the formal definition of THB does not make reference to technology-facilitated exploitation, interpretive guidance could bring more clarity to practitioners – including courts – and serve as a way to apply consistent standards in criminal justice processes.

---

\(^{46}\) See Council of Europe, Explanatory Report to the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings (Warsaw, 16 May 2005), p. 15, para 79.

\(^{47}\) Telephone interview with Ayelet Dahan, Deputy Anti Trafficking Coordinator, Ministry of Justice of Israel, and Alexandra Karra, Senior Attorney, Cybercrime Department, State Attorney’s Office, Ministry of Justice of Israel, 19 November 2020. Note that both cases involved trafficking in children, but were prosecuted as sex trafficking offences (not under tailored CSE legislation).

\(^{48}\) See IOM, Study Report Exploring the Role of ICTs in Recruitment for Human Trafficking in the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and the Republic of Tajikistan (Astana: IOM, 2019).

b. Cyber-crime legislation

In the same way that most national and international anti-trafficking legal frameworks do not expressly reference technology-facilitated THB, international frameworks governing cybercrime – another key corpus of law relevant in addressing technology-facilitated THB – do not explicitly incorporate references to THB, in particular of adults. This includes the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime (the “Budapest Convention”), the most widely ratified instrument relating to cybercrime.\(^{50}\) The focus of the Budapest Convention is on harmful activity conducted through the internet, protecting the integrity of computer systems, and data. However, although it mandates the criminalization of the production, offer, distribution, procurement and possession of child abuse and sexual exploitation on a computer system, it does not address a broader set of illicit activity conducted using information technologies, including THB offences involving adult victims.\(^{51}\)

The EU Parliamentary Assembly’s comments on the draft of the Budapest Convention recommended expansion of “content offences” to include “the use of the Internet for human trafficking purposes”, or alternatively the immediate drafting of a protocol titled “Broadening the scope of the convention to include new forms of offence” to include “the use of the Internet for trafficking in human beings”, alongside a number of other offences.\(^{52}\) However, the final draft limited content offences to child sexual abuse material online, excluding adult THB offences from the scope of the regulatory framework. Further, while an additional Protocol to address offences relating to racism was published, and a second additional Protocol seeking to enhance international co-operation in the investigation of cybercrime is in the process of being drafted, there has been no parallel drive towards such a Protocol regarding THB.

Likewise, in the Council of Europe Convention on the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (“Lanzarote Convention”) there is a focus on the role of ICT both in provisions requiring criminalization of “knowingly obtaining access, through information and communication technologies, to child pornography”, and in provisions relating to the investigation of technology-facilitated offences. However, there are no express provisions on trafficking.\(^{53}\)

The international attention on ICT being used to commit child abuse offences is reflected in the national legislation of a number of OSCE participating States. For example, 2017 amendments to the US Crimes and Criminal Procedure Code explicitly introduced recognition of the role of ICT in “producing a visual depiction” of child sexual abuse, “or transmitting it live” (although the role of technology is not explicitly addressed with regard to other phases of the crime, including recruitment).\(^{54}\) Similarly, Moldova’s Criminal Code expressly notes that the production and distribution of child sexual abuse material is an offence, including when in “electronic form”.\(^{55}\)

One likely factor in the different approaches to child sexual exploitation online and adult online trafficking offences is greater policymaker consensus on the former as a policy priority.\(^{56}\) Extensive lobbying from media and civil society has also likely played a role in securing significant focus on ICT in the context of child sexual exploitation online. Further, determining that content is illegal is more difficult when it involves an adult, further complicating legislative approaches.

The accelerating use of technology in THB presents a stronger case for explicitly including THB in the Budapest Convention than when it was originally drafted. International deliberations surrounding the regulation of cybercrime are in the initial phase only and – given the extended process of international negotiations and consensus-building among a large number of countries on such legal instruments – it is difficult to say with certainty when substantive progress will be achieved in this direction.\(^{57}\) Given the increase in technology-facilitated THB, action could help provide legal certainty regarding technology-facilitated THB,

50 Other international frameworks such as the Africa Union Cybercrime Convention, the League of Arab States Convention, the CIS Agreement, and the SCO Agreement also do not explicitly incorporate references to THB, in particular of adults.


52 See also UNODC, Comprehensive Study on Cybercrime, Draft (New York: United Nations, 2013), p. 16, which identified 14 “acts commonly included in notions of cybercrime” in national and international instruments. These include offences relating to child sexual abuse and terrorism, but exclude adult human trafficking offences.

53 See Council of Europe, Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights, Report 15379 on the Draft Second Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime on enhanced co-operation and disclosure of electronic evidence (Council of Europe, 28 September 2021), p. 5, section 2B.


55 Amendment to section 2551 of the title 18 (“Crimes and Criminal Procedure”) US Code was introduced to criminalize those who knowingly employ, use, persuade, induce, entice or coerce – or assist someone else to do the same conduct – any minor to engage in or transport any minor with the aim of such minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct for the purpose of producing a visual depiction of such conduct or transmitting it live.


including regarding its definition, and reverse the high-
reward low-risk calculation being utilized by traffick-
ers. As international consensus on a global cybercrime
convention remains elusive, regional co-ordination of
legislative approaches, including in the framework of
the Budapest Convention, could be a solution to avoid
piecemeal national efforts.

2. Criminal procedure:
investigation and prosecution
of technology-facilitated THB

In the research conducted for this report, nation-
al law enforcement authorities cited a number of
procedural challenges in conducting investigations
of technology-facilitated offences – ranging from
obtaining evidence, to cross-border e-evidence
sharing and using e-evidence in trial – as critical
considerations for responding to technology-facili-
tated THB. Stakeholders in OSCE participating
States further noted that online investigations are
hampered by “tighter regulations” than their offline
counterparts, with data protection considerations
often posing significant challenges.

The intersection of technology and criminal proce-
dure continues to be an area of legal reform in na-
tional and international frameworks. For example,
with regard to CSE, both the Budapest and Lan-
zarote Conventions emphasize the need for pro-
cedural reform enabling effective investigation and
prosecution of child sexual exploitation facilitated
by information and communication technologies
(ICT). Currently, consultations are progressing on
the Second Additional Protocol to the Budapest
Convention which specifically seeks to enhance in-
ternational co-operation in online investigations.

The Budapest Convention requires signatories
to adopt legislative measures to empower authorities
to issue production orders to internet service provid-
ers; some OSCE participating States such as Alba-
nia, Germany and the Netherlands have introduced
such provisions. In Kazakhstan, 2019 legislative
amendments enabled law enforcement to demand
subscriber data from mobile operators – a reform
expected to facilitate the identification of individu-
als involved in the recruitment of victims of THB, in
which ICT has been identified as playing a central
role. And those with existing frameworks continue
to modify them over time. Illustratively, a bill currently
awaiting enactment in Germany specifically amends
existing legislation to simplify court enforcement of
data sharing requests of internet service providers.

There do, however, remain countries that lack regu-
ulatory frameworks governing the collection and use
of digital evidence, or where frameworks con-
tinue to be premised at least in part on voluntary
data sharing. Moreover, because the Budapest
and Lanzarote Conventions do not address THB of
adults, the adoption of a second protocol will not
solve the existing challenges at the international
level.

Where regulatory frameworks exist at the national
level, in many jurisdictions there remains a lack
of clarity in the information sharing duties of such
service providers. For example, although Estonia’s
Information Society Services Act requires informa-
tion society service providers to “promptly inform
the competent supervisory authorities of alleged il-
legal activities undertaken or information provided
by recipients of their services”, there is little clar-
ity surrounding what constitutes “illegal activities”, and a similar lack of detail regarding how individuals should notify the online platforms.69

Further, even where such frameworks do exist, obtaining evidence can still remain a challenge. Some States noted procedural complexity as a key obstacle. In Israel, although a process of court-issued warrants for the collection of electronic evidence is in place, such warrants are challenged in court far more commonly than their offline counterparts, and there remain a number of unresolved issues in the use of warrants for electronic evidence. For example, it is unclear whether authorities in possession of a warrant can use reasonable force to compel an individual to unlock their phone, either by sharing the code or using their fingerprint.70 Meanwhile, stakeholders operating within prosecutorial roles in the United States cited a lack of political will, both at the level of the State and in the private sector, as the key obstacle in obtaining data from online platforms for conducting THB investigations.71 Stakeholders also report a lack of responsiveness on the part of online platforms as a challenge in obtaining data.72

The Draft 2021 National Strategy for Child Exploitation Prevention and Interdiction (“the Draft Strategy”) recently issued by the US Department of Justice highlighted a number of these issues as barriers to successful investigation and prosecution of online child exploitation cases. For example, in noting the extremely high volume of cyber tips received by law enforcement and the need for greater quality of information in the tips, the Draft Strategy notes that “there is a system in place for the three main players involved – the tech industry, NCMEC [US National Center for Missing & Exploited Children], and law enforcement – to share information about the quality of the information being shared….” The Draft Strategy goes on to state that “Congress may need to consider enacting legislation to facilitate this necessary process improvement.” At the same time, while representatives of the technology companies recognize the importance of providing detailed, reliable and actionable cyber tips, they assert that legislating in this area could restrict adaptation in a fast evolving technological environment and could be ineffective in the medium term.

The Draft Strategy also echoes the concerns raised regarding systematic issues related to obtaining evidence through legal process, observing that “both law enforcement agencies and the tech industry are dissatisfied with the situation concerning child exploitation search warrants.” The Draft Strategy highlights law enforcement frustration with the failure of companies to respond to warrants, delays in receiving information, and company-initiated litigation of the warrants. These issues are compounded when the relevant company resides outside the jurisdiction. The Draft Strategy also notes that the lack of uniformity in terminology or process is challenging for companies.

b. Removing and retaining unlawful content

A further challenge in obtaining the required evidence in investigations of technology-facilitated THB is the fact that online platforms commonly delete unlawful content that is reported to them or that they identify as illicit in their own due diligence investigations.

In their recommendation on the roles and responsibilities of internet intermediaries, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe emphasized that intermediaries taking down content related to serious crime, either in response to requests or in line with their own content removal policies, should retain such material to facilitate criminal investigations.73

Regulatory frameworks in many OSCE participating States, including for example Albania, Moldova and Ukraine, explicitly require that internet service providers (ISPs) retain data for a set period of time to enable investigations.74 However, in practice many platforms continue to delete the content they restrict access to – this has posed vast and ongoing investigative challenges across a range of criminal investigations, including into war crimes, the illicit wildlife market, illicit trade in art and antiquities, as well as technology-facilitated human trafficking, particularly

70 Telephone interview with Ayelet Dahan, Deputy Anti Trafficking Coordinator, Ministry of Justice of Israel, and Alexandra Karra, Senior Attorney, Cybercrime Department, State Attorney’s Office, Ministry of Justice of Israel, 19 November 2020.
71 Telephone interview with Dani Pinter, Senior Legal Counsel at the Law Center of the US National Center on Sexual Exploitation, 8 December 2020.
73 See Council of Europe, Recommendation CM/Rec(2018)2 of the Committee of Ministers to member States on the roles and responsibilities of internet intermediaries (Council of Ministers, 7 March 2018).
74 See Albania Criminal Procedure Code, Art 191a, 208a, 221-223, 299a, 299 b. Regarding Ukraine, although Ukraine had pre-existing data retention obligations in the “Law on Telecommunications”, the updated “Law on Electronic Communications” initially removed the obligation on internet service providers to retain data for the purpose of criminal investigations. However, on 1 September 2020, MPs laid draft law 4003 on amendments to the Criminal and Administrative Procedure Codes to parliament which, inter alia, re-introduced retention obligations on internet service providers to store information in digital form, including traffic data, for a period of 12 months. Regarding Moldova, see Article 7 (f) of the Law 20/2009 on preventing and combating cybercrime.
of adults. There are different reasons for this situation. For example, the Draft Strategy discussed in the previous section notes that even though companies in the United States are required to preserve data related to child exploitation, some companies do not preserve it after giving notice to law enforcement, under the belief that submission of the cyber tip is sufficient preservation of the data.

c. Covertly accessing devices

Although the Budapest Convention dictates that States should legislate powers to search computer networks, as well as collect, intercept and retain communications data, historically States have not provided sufficient legal protocols on how to carry out such procedures at the national level. However, a growing number of OSCE participating States, including Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain and the UK, have introduced legislation allowing law enforcement to access suspects’ computers when investigating technology-facilitated offences, including THB. These frameworks grant law enforcement the power to access greater amounts of information without relying on co-operation by private sector companies. Such powers have a longer history in the context of counter-terrorism operations, however, their extension to investigations for a broader set of serious crimes, including THB offences, is more recent and growing. This evolution was a reaction to fears among law enforcement that they were increasingly unable to access information necessary for investigations. Typically, strict procedural requirements, such as mandatory court orders enabling hacking, limit when such powers can be used.

By covertly “hacking” devices, law enforcement can capture specific elements of data, monitor computer use, and search stored data, among other functionalities. In Germany, 2017 amendments to the Code of Criminal Procedure provided a legal basis for police hacking in criminal investigations (powers that previously had been reserved for anti-terrorism investigations) that also enable covert online surveillance in cases of THB. Similarly, the covert surveillance and hacking powers of Dutch law enforcement conducting investigations into serious crimes (including THB) were significantly expanded by the enactment of the Dutch Computer Crime Act II, which entered into force in March 2019. The Computer Crime Act also facilitates online investigations into grooming offences (focusing on child sexual exploitation and trafficking) by enabling officers to “lure” perpetrators by posing as underage children. Earlier case law rendered such practices unlawful.

In Spain, 2015 amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code, which strengthened technology-related investigations including undercover surveillance of communication channels, expressly identified THB and trafficking of organs as crimes that can be investigated using the specialized investigative techniques set out therein. In the United States, law enforcement agencies have used such “networking investigation techniques”, bypassing anonymity protections of certain forms of software or leveraging vulnerabilities in encryption, to take down a number of surface and darknet websites containing child sexual abuse material.

A second wave of countries, including Ukraine, are currently in the process of drafting and enacting legislation to harmonize procedures for online investigative techniques for technology-facilitated criminal offences, the collection of electronic evidence, and the use of electronic evidence in prosecutions.


78 See Mike Carter, “Investigation of FBI’s Child Pornography Operation Sparks Controversy Over Internet Privacy” (Government Technology, August 31, 2016).


82 See Royal Decree of September 14, 1882 for the approval of the Criminal Procedure Law of Spain, Article 282, 4(c).

83 See Kristin Finklea, Law Enforcement Using and Disclosing Technology Vulnerabilities (Congressional Research Service, 26 April 2017), p.3.

84 In Ukraine in 2017–2018, amendments to the Commercial Procedural Code, to the Civil Procedure Code and to Administrative Procedure Code were adopted, and the ISO IEC 27037: 2017 standard “Information technology – Security techniques – Guidelines for identification, collection, acquisition and preservation of digital evidence” was implemented. For example, draft law No. 4004 “On Amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine to increase the effectiveness of response against cybercrime and the use of electronic evidence” was submitted to the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on 1 September 2020. It provides for introduction of the institution of electronic evidence as information in electronic (digital) form with data that can be used as evidence of fact or circumstances that are established during criminal proceedings.
The use of e-evidence in court can also prove challenging – for example, in Montenegro there is no clear detailed regulatory framework for obtaining, searching or handling digital evidence, which lies at the heart of many successful prosecutions for technology-facilitated THB offences.\textsuperscript{85} Even more challenging, in Kazakhstan as of 2019, evidence of recruitment of THB victims via social media platforms and messaging apps could not be used in criminal cases. This has led to recruiters – who may operate separately from those conducting the exploitation itself – often evading prosecution.\textsuperscript{86}

\textbf{d. Evidence generated through artificial intelligence}

Another emerging topic in the area of e-evidence is the generation of evidence in THB cases with the use of artificial intelligence (AI) tools where the human factor is minimal or absent in general. Examples of e-evidence in THB cases generated by software without human intervention already exist. A number of projects in the United States, including those managed by law enforcement, are using chatbots to engage with sex buyers attempting to procure “services” of THB victims. The correspondence between the chatbots and buyers provides evidence of the criminal intent of the buyers and could be used in courts by prosecutors. Although this practice is already used in some OSCE participating States, it is not clear how policymakers and magistrates in the OSCE region will treat evidence gathered by an AI system. There is thus a need for clear and balanced policies and laws in this field.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{85} Written contribution by the competent authorities of Montenegro, 06 October 2020.
\item\textsuperscript{86} See Mayya M. Rusakova, Study Report. Exploring the Role of ICTs in Recruitment for Human Trafficking in the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and the Republic of Tajikistan (International Organization for Migration, 2019), p. 22.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
PART C
Policy approaches to online platforms

1. Introduction

The central conversation in this paper is whether and how technology companies should be regulated as part of the global response to THB. The scope and scale of the role played by online platforms in illicit activity has heightened attention on this discussion and fuelled debate regarding the role of such online platforms in preventing and disrupting these illicit markets, including THB. A number of multilateral bodies, including the OSCE and the Council of Europe, have stressed the pivotal role played by private technology companies in providing services which are misused to commit illicit activities online, and identified the need to more specifically address the intersection of ICT and THB.87

There are several threshold considerations for policy makers. First and foremost is the degree to which the operations and practices of the technology sector should be self-regulated, co-regulated or government-regulated. Second, and closely related to the self-regulation - government regulation debate, is whether compliance with industry standards should be voluntary or mandatory.

As will be discussed below, the dominant model of regulation since the internet became public has been self-regulation and voluntary compliance. The combination of these principles has led to promising examples of innovation, unilateral action and co-operation. But it has also been characterized by fragmented, inconsistent and ineffective responses to the misuse of technology, with company efforts ranging from inspiring commitment to passive engagement to no action at all. In response to the growing misuse of technology, widely publicized harms and fragmented responses, there is a growing call to replace or supplement self-regulation with more assertive State-led policies.

A third major area of discussion, which is reflected in this part but also discussed in Part D, is defining the appropriate relationship between combating exploitation and fostering safety online, and upholding other objectives, rights or principles such as privacy, data protection, free speech, innovation and economic development. At times, these conversations have been presented as binary, competing debates (e.g., safety vs. privacy), but the reality is more nuanced. For example, whether privacy is at odds with safety depends on the definition of privacy and whose privacy is at issue – safety measures could be, for example, entirely consistent with protecting the privacy rights of sexually abused children whose images are shared online.

There is no consensus on any of these issues. Notably, there is not even consensus on a single definition of online platforms, reflecting the challenges of accurately defining a term that comprises a vast and dynamic range of services, functions and business models.88 While recognizing the wide range of online platforms, this report adopts the definition proposed by the OECD, namely “digital service[s] that facilitate interactions between two or more distinct but interdependent sets of users (whether firms or individuals) who interact through the service via the Internet”. The analysis below examines these principles, including their successes and failures in practice, with a view to supporting more informed policy making across the OSCE region.

2. Self-regulation and co-operative approaches

Co-ordinated, State-led policy responses to technology-facilitated THB at the national and international level are very limited. In many cases, the lack of State policies and regulations has been intentional because – in most of the OSCE region – self-regulation has long been the predominant form of governance of online platforms. Indeed, some regional entities, such as the European Commission, have actively touted self-regulation as an impor-

---

tart (and in some cases primary) element of online platform regulation. “Self-regulation” should be understood as the “possibility for economic operators, the social partners, non-governmental organizations or associations to adopt among themselves and for themselves common guidelines at European level (particularly codes of practice or sectoral agreements).” A common feature of self-regulation initiatives has been the adoption of such common guidelines on a voluntary basis.

Self-regulation has also been encouraged by international instruments, such as the Lanzarote Convention, which “encourages the private sector, in particular the information and communication technology sector, the tourism and travel industry and the banking and finance sectors, as well as civil society, to participate in the elaboration and implementation of policies to prevent sexual exploitation and sexual abuse of children and to implement internal norms through self-regulation or co-regulation.” Articles 11 to 13 describe in detail what mechanisms are needed for the effective support of underage victims. Article 12 suggests development of hotlines for reporting of illegal material, while Article 13 suggests development of anonymous helplines (internet or phone) in all Member States for children and their parents or caretakers, allowing users to call in anonymously to seek advice.

In light of the historical reliance on self-regulatory approaches (and the relative lack of State policies and regulations to address technology-facilitated THB), it is important to consider how the technology sector has responded in practice, what good practices have been developed, and what partnerships are being established that could be replicated at the national/regional levels through State policies.

There are various self-regulation forms, tools and initiatives. Two illustrative examples – Terms of Use and harmonization of industry standards – are discussed below.

---

**a. Terms of Use**

Terms of Use – which can have different titles depending on the service provider, such as Terms and Conditions, Terms of Service, Community Guidelines, etc. – adopted by online platforms constitute a foundational part of “self-regulation”. Principally, Terms of Use constitute a mechanism for a technology company to discourage and prevent certain activity on its platform, obtain consent to monitor and remove content on the platform, and sanction or remove users who violate the conditions.

Online platforms have responded to growing public critique of widespread misuse of their services by making these Terms of Use increasingly stringent. For example, Microsoft updated their services agreement to include the termination of services if users are found to share or publicly display “inappropriate content or material (involving, for example, nudity, bestiality, pornography, offensive language, graphic violence, or criminal activity)”. The new agreement went into effect in May 2018 and applies to several of Microsoft’s offered services, including Office, Skype, Bing and Xbox Live.

Although Microsoft did not specifically define what constitutes ‘offensive language’ in the agreement itself, or how they planned to evaluate what is offensive, the Microsoft Services Agreement includes a Code of Conduct that outlines what is allowed and what is prohibited when using a Microsoft account. Offensive language is cited as an example of inappropriate content or material. The company further included in the service agreement that it reserves ‘the right to review’ user’s content in order to ‘resolve the issue’.

A number of social media companies, including some of the largest like Facebook, VKontakte and Youtube, commit more specifically in their Terms of Use to removing content that “facilitates or coordinates the exploitation of humans, including human trafficking.”

---


Companies use the Terms of Use to take action against prohibited content. For example, Google was reported to have started blocking sexual content on its Google Drive platform in 2018. Google’s action was in line with its updated Abuse Program Policies and Enforcement98 which applied to its Drive, Docs, Sheets, Slides and new Sites. Under the “Sexually Explicit Material” section, the policies prohibit distributing “sexually explicit material, such as nudity, graphic sex acts, and pornographic material”. A Google spokesperson stated that Google Drive enforced this with a combination of manual review and automated algorithms to evaluate violations.99

It is unclear whether companies view Terms of Use as a deterrent to certain conduct, or merely as a tool for obtaining consent and allowing the company to respond to violations. Given the volume of misuse online, including mainstream websites and social media platforms, however, it seems clear that Terms of Use are not broadly effective as a deterrent. This could also be explained by the fact that the majority of users of online service providers do not read Terms of Use and are not familiar with their content. One 2017 survey found that 91% of consumers willingly accept legal terms and conditions without reading them before installing apps, registering Wi-Fi hotspots, accepting updates or signing on to online services such as video streaming. For persons aged 18 to 34, the rate of acceptance of terms and conditions without reading them is as high as 97%.100

Acknowledging that diversity in the Terms of Use allows online platforms to build different types of communities in line with different purposes or business models, it also must be highlighted that without an industry standard on Terms of Use and their enforcement, especially regarding illegal activities and content, each company’s approach will differ, resulting in uncertainty on all sides about what conduct is allowed and what is prohibited. Potentially, this can create safe havens for criminal actors.

\[\text{b. Efforts to harmonize industry standards within the framework of self-regulation and multi-stakeholder initiatives}\]

Several initiatives have attempted to improve self-regulation by harmonizing responses across the technology industry. Such efforts might involve exclusively the private sector, the private sector together with civil society, or multi-stakeholder groups that also include governments. Civil society organizations have been particularly active in trying to mitigate the negative consequences of the self-regulation principle by mobilizing efforts between various stakeholders to advance policy dialogue on countering the misuse of technology for THB.101

A key approach that has been adopted by the private sector and civil society in their endeavour to foster certain policies and practices and promote action-driven change is to establish multi-stakeholder initiatives involving different types of organizations. By leveraging the influence and institutional reach of the involved organizations, this approach multiplies advocacy efforts to achieve greater impact.

For example, the Technology Coalition102 works to facilitate the technology industry’s fight against online CSE. Founded in 2006 and reignited in 2020 with the launch of Project Protect, the Technology Coalition is an alliance of technology companies that enables sharing of knowledge and technology used in the prevention, detection, reporting, and removal of child sex abuse materials online. The Technology Coalition aims to align those in the industry who are working to tackle online child sexual abuse, pools their knowledge, and facilitates the sharing of technology, while using the expertise of industry members to develop the guidance and practices that help new and smaller companies to ramp up their capacity to protect children on their platforms.

A good example of an attempt to harmonize industry standards is Project Protect by the Technology Coalition. Launched in June 2020, Project Protect is a plan of co-ordinated action to drive the technology industry’s efforts to fight child sexual abuse and exploitation online. One of the latest activities within Project Protect is a new initiative to develop a voluntary industry framework for transparency reporting. The development of this framework would represent a step forward in the pursuit of greater industry transparency and accountability. It would also improve available data and give greater insight into action to address child sexual exploitation and abuse online.

A prominent multi-stakeholder initiative focusing on policy is the WeProtect Global Alliance,103 founded
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101 Traditionally, civil society has been active in the fight against THB by providing victim assistance, raising awareness on the issue of THB, or advocating for survivors’ rights. However, in recent years, civil society has increasingly advocated concrete policies and legislation. This has involved establishing alliances with the private sector across different industries to bring a more holistic approach to addressing the risk of THB in globalized economies. This advocacy has extended to addressing technology-facilitated THB.
103 See WeProtect Global Alliance [website]. Available at: www.weprotect.org (accessed 21 October 2021).
in 2013 and led by the UK Government. Founded by Baroness Joanna Shields and supported by over 84 countries, 24 technology companies and 20 civil society organizations, WeProtect’s mission is to stop the global crime of online child sexual abuse and exploitation. The initiative launched as an independent organization in 2020, and is now working to: ensure that senior decision makers take action on exploitation, including through empowering children and survivors; act as the definitive source of knowledge on the threat and response to exploitation-related crime through their “Model National Response” and organizing of “Hackathons”; and forge new networks to drive collaboration aimed at delivering a global response to online child sexual exploitation. The Alliance advocates for the adoption of global Voluntary Principles (see below for more on the Principles) to combat online child sexual exploitation. It is also working to develop a range of products to support governments, industry and civil society to create a global strategic response to this type of exploitation and abuse.

Initiatives such as the Technology Coalition and WeProtect are not traditional models of self-regulation such as Terms of Use; rather, these initiatives serve as co-operative mechanisms and spaces for collaboration among different stakeholders to facilitate a common approach to combating technology-facilitated human trafficking, especially for online sexual abuse of children. However, for the purpose of this report they are included in the self-regulation section since at the core of these initiatives is an intent to address technology-facilitated THB in a co-ordinated fashion based on their own decisions and assessment, rather than at the direction of a state-adopted policy.

Collaborative efforts between the private sector, government agencies and civil society organizations on the policy front have also resulted in the development of industry-led enforcement projects, such as the 2012 Operation Game Over, where “Microsoft, Apple, Blizzard Entertainment, Electronic Arts, Disney Interactive Media Group, Warner Brothers and Sony” took down “more than 3,500 accounts of New York registered sex offenders” from online video game platforms (e.g., Xbox Live and PlayStation), although the legislation in place at that time did not impose such obligations on a number of the stakeholders.

Voluntary Principles to Counter Online Child Sexual Exploitation and Abuse

1. Companies seek to prevent known child sexual abuse material from being made available to users or accessible on their platforms or services, taking appropriate action under their terms of service, and report to appropriate authorities.

2. Companies seek to identify and combat the dissemination of new child sexual abuse material via their platforms or services, take appropriate action under their terms of service, and report to appropriate authorities.

3. Companies seek to identify and combat preparatory child sexual exploitation and abuse activity (such as online grooming for child sexual abuse), take appropriate action under their terms of service, and report to appropriate authorities.

4. Companies seek to identify and combat advertising, recruiting, soliciting, or procuring a child for sexual exploitation or abuse, or organizing to do so, take appropriate action under their terms of service, and report to appropriate authorities.

5. Companies seek to identify and combat the use of livestreaming services for the purpose of child sexual exploitation and abuse, take appropriate action under their terms of service, and report to appropriate authorities.

6. Companies seek to prevent search results from surfacing child sexual exploitation and abuse, and seek to prevent automatic suggestions for such activity and material.

7. Companies seek to adopt enhanced safety measures with the aim of protecting children, in particular from peers or adults seeking to engage in harmful sexual activity with children, such measures may include considering whether users are children.

8. Companies seek to take appropriate action, including providing reporting options, on material that may not be illegal on its face, but with appropriate context and confirmation may be connected to child sexual exploitation and abuse.

9. Companies seek to take an informed global approach to combating online child sexual exploitation and abuse and to take into account the evolving threat landscape as part of their design and development processes.

10. Companies support opportunities to share relevant expertise, helpful practices, data and tools where appropriate and feasible.

11. Companies seek to regularly publish or share meaningful data and insights on their efforts to combat child sexual exploitation and abuse.


105 See WeProtect Global Alliance [website]. Available at: www.weprotect.org (accessed 21 October 2021).

Private companies (e.g., Facebook, Google and others) have also worked together to create an industry hash sharing platform (“a cloud-based hash sharing tool”) in order to harmonize take-down practices of child sexual exploitation and abuse material from online platforms.107 The platform is integrated in the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children CyberTipline reporting system to facilitate and better organize the work of technology companies in this area. From a policy perspective, this initiative can also be considered as an effort to co-ordinate the industry-wide efforts to address online sexual exploitation of children.

On 5 March 2020 the Voluntary Principles to Counter Online Child Sexual Exploitation and Abuse was launched in Washington, D.C., a joint initiative of the Five Eyes countries (an alliance comprised of Australia, Canada, New Zealand, United Kingdom and United States), six major technology firms, and a broad range of experts from industry, civil society and academia. This initiative is an interesting one as it combines a policy approach taken by governments (namely voluntary compliance with an agreed set of principles) and by private sector companies (commitment to a set of principles of action) under a single umbrella. The Voluntary Principles cover issues ranging from online grooming and livestreaming of child sexual abuse, to industry transparency and reporting. Designed to be flexible so they can be implemented by any company (regardless of size or platform format), they provide a strong message for companies to address the scale and nature of the online child sexual abuse being facilitated on their platforms.108

The EU Alliance to Better Protect Minors Online also operates as a self-regulatory initiative designed to improve the online environment for children and young people. The initiative is aimed at tackling some of the emerging risks faced by minors online, including harmful content and conduct. The Alliance is partnered by 28 leading ICT and media companies, as well as by 14 NGOs and other stakeholders. All members are committed to the Alliance’s three main strands of work: internet user empowerment; enhanced collaboration with various organizations and technology companies; and raising awareness of issues related to child online safety, digital empowerment and media literacy. It has produced an independent report detailing how the Alliance is being implemented, its impact, and the relevance and effectiveness of its actions since its launch in 2017. The report is a resource for learning from success stories and identified good practices.109

c. Limits of self-regulation and voluntary approaches, and the shift toward State-led action

As noted above, there are a number of examples of technology companies that have voluntarily undertaken significant efforts to prevent and combat exploitation and THB. These efforts have in some cases resulted in enhanced corporate policies and collaborative approaches. Thus, it is important for governments and the anti-trafficking community to recognize that the technology sector has not always been uniformly passive or merely reactive regarding misuse of their platforms for THB purposes. Indeed, some corporate policy initiatives and projects have had a crucial impact in addressing the online exploitation of people. The technology sector has also offered innovative online tools. And finally, initiatives from the private sector - and multi-stakeholder groups - can often offer valuable lessons for developing State-led initiatives.

Nonetheless, recent history suggests there are many shortcomings in self-regulatory approaches. The power of platforms to self-regulate according to different rules creates a fragmented regulatory landscape. It also provides no guarantee that content facilitating THB is included in industry standards, both in cross-industry initiatives and in individual Terms of Use. Further, platforms may lack incentives to report technology-facilitated trafficking to the public and authorities on their services given the risks of reputational damage and follow-up action being taken.110 For example, media sources have reported on cases when online platforms did not fully disclose information regarding their platforms being used for trafficking purposes in order to avoid reputational risks.111

Self-regulation is also undermined by broadly worded rules or standards lacking in clear indicators of compliance or breach. Some companies suggest
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that initiatives may need such broad wording to allow for a range of services of very different types and capabilities to implement measures appropriate to their service. However, while this position reasonably highlights potential negative consequences of specificity, the additional lack of enforcement mechanisms in self-regulation approaches means that broad wording is often interpreted in favour of business interests rather than safety.

Important questions about the efficacy of self-regulation measures have also been raised. Despite widespread and strongly worded prohibitions in Terms of Use regarding the misuse of online platforms for facilitating THB offences, misuse of ICT is rampant and accelerating. The misuse of online platforms continues to offer new business “opportunities” to traffickers, the ability to livestream sexual exploitation for instance has hugely increased the client base as well as the profitability of THB crimes. Reports of online child sexual abuse and exploitation received by the NCMEC grew twenty-fold between 2013 and 2020, from 1 million to 21.4 million. This indicates that while Terms of Use might be useful to empower a company to remove content or a user, they are not effective as a deterrent to motivated bad actors. More effective prevention mechanisms are needed.

Self-regulatory approaches have also allowed major gaps or blind spots in the global response to fester. For example, initiatives such as the WeProtect Global Alliance have shown promise in preventing technology-facilitated exploitation. However, the main focus of these efforts is on children; they do not address the exploitation of adults, despite the fact that adults represent the majority of identified trafficking victims. Indeed, sexually exploited adults are rarely part of the regulatory conversation; the OSCE is unaware of any similar initiatives focused on combating technology-facilitated trafficking of adults.

Contributing to these challenges is the fact that not all technology companies have the same resources or the same level of maturity; tech start-ups often have less systems in place, lack experience regarding the misuse of their platforms, or do not have developer capacity to respond to myriad safety issues. While larger companies might assertively pursue the implementation of safety measures using a self-regulatory model, smaller companies often prioritize other business decisions and defer such measures.

Moreover, the size of a tech company may not be the most critical factor. While companies with a focus on corporate responsibility or those that are concerned about their public reputation might be incentivized to adopt or comply with voluntary principles, companies operating in sectors with the greatest risks of exploitation (such as commercialized sexual services) may not be inclined to introduce voluntary measures that could harm business. Some stakeholders also note that technology companies are “terrifyingly slow in responding to the societal challenges they have created” – namely, online platforms that are misused to facilitate all elements of THB offences, from recruitment to exploitation.

In light of these deficiencies, it is clear that the response to the misuse of online platforms cannot be underpinned by self-regulation alone. States, and indeed all actors beyond the online platforms themselves, are powerless to enforce self-regulation. There is growing recognition that State-wielded standards, sanctions and enforcement powers are a necessary complement to self-regulation.

Petya Nestorova, the Executive Secretary of the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings, captured this need succinctly, stating that “self-regulation is inefficient by itself, as there is little oversight over enforcement of self-commitments and insufficient predictability”. She called for “clear regulatory frameworks … where States do not ‘oblige platforms to co-operate voluntarily’, but set clear boundaries.” Similarly, the UK Government “Online Harms White Paper”, which outlines a new regulatory approach for online platforms, states that its new framework “mov[es] far beyond self-regulation,” implicitly recognizing the limitations of this approach.

The call for increased State involvement in regulating online entities is consistent with the relatively recent trend observed in regulating the offline private sector with regard to human rights abuses. Until 2010, non-binding frameworks, such as the OECD Guidance on Practical Actions for Companies to Identify and Address the Worst Forms of Child Labour in Mineral Supply Chains, were the preferred approach.
to enhance private sector engagement. In the last decade, however, the widespread recognition that the non-binding aspects of such codes significantly hamper their effectiveness has led to a global trend in legislation designed to fight human rights violations in supply chains.

Similarly, despite resistance in some parts of the private sector, there is a growing push in the area of technology-facilitated trafficking to move away from regulatory approaches based solely on self-regulation and toward State-led frameworks, including ones that combine self-regulation of online platforms with enhanced State powers and oversight.

3. Current developments in State-led regulatory approaches

Across the OSCE region, there are multiple efforts underway aimed at increasing State-led regulation in the area of technology-facilitated THB and exploitation. Two current examples that give insight into the evolving approaches, as well as introduce a number of specific topics covered in the following sections of the paper, are in the EU and the United Kingdom.

a. The EU Digital Services Act

Regulatory reform at the EU level is actively underway and the outcome could trigger a wider re-evaluation of governance frameworks regulating online platforms. In December 2020, the European Commission published the proposed Digital Services Act (DSA), which will update the existing E-Commerce Directive. The proposed DSA does not fundamentally alter the EU’s position on two core principles: 1) no general duty for companies to monitor third-party content, and 2) no liability for third-party content. However, it does outline a raft of additional obligations for online platforms, and shifts the balance towards mandatory – rather than voluntary – compliance. These obligations include enhanced requirements for addressing notifications of allegedly unlawful content, far-reaching transparency obligations (including the publication of detailed reports regarding the handling of unlawful content), and obligations to report to law enforcement authorities “any information giving rise to a suspicion that a serious criminal offence involving a threat to the life or safety of persons has taken place, is taking place or is likely to take place.” (These concepts of notice and take down, transparency and reporting are discussed further in sections below.)

Breaches of obligations under the DSA would be penalized by hefty fines of up to 6% of annual income, or turnover of the online provider. Intermediaries without EU establishments would be required to designate legal representatives in the EU, in part to facilitate enforcement. Notably, the EU Commission will have supervisory and enforcement powers over platforms with over 45 million active monthly users (designated as “very large” platforms).

In addition to the above, “very large” platforms would be required to identify and analyse “significant systemic risks” arising from their services, including their role in illicit markets, and then take “proportionate” steps to mitigate these risks. Moreover, the obligation for “very large” platforms to share data with researchers could be of significant value, including informing the improvement of regulation going forward. While it remains to be seen what these obligations would look like in practice, they could herald significantly enhanced duties to mitigate the use of online platforms in the context of THB marketplaces.

These steps demonstrate the growing resolve to regulate online marketplaces, at least regionally, if not globally. At the same time, industry bodies have been extensively lobbying to ensure that the EU DSA will protect members’ interests. In particular, the EU Tech Alliance has argued for maintaining the current
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118 See OECD, Practical Actions for Companies to Identify and Address the Worst Forms of Child Labour in the Minerals Supply Chains (Geneva: OECD, 2017).
121 Prior to publication of the proposal, the EU stated that the DSA would set out new illegal content liability rules for digital platforms, although introductory documents struck a cautious note in stating that the proposals will “respect the basic principles underpinning the current legal framework of the e-Commerce Directive.” This echoed recommendations by European parliamentary committees, which demonstrated a preference for retaining the existing safe harbour, while in parallel strengthening mechanisms for holding platforms to account, and establishing legally binding take-down mechanisms. The Committee on Legal Affairs’ legislative report (22 April 2020) focuses on ways the DSA can increase regulatory oversight of large platforms. It recommends establishing clear content moderation procedures and a “notice and action” framework, with any final decision regarding legality of content being made by a judicial rather than a private body. See: www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/JURI-PR-5605329_EN.pdf (accessed 27 November 2021). The Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection’s legislative report (24 April 2020) favours retaining the existing liability framework, whilst also proposing a legally binding take-down mechanism with recourse to an out-of-court dispute settlement and clarification regarding “active” and “passive” hosting. See: www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/IMCO-PR-648474_EN.pdf (accessed 27 November 2021). The Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs report on fundamental rights issues posed by the DSA called for the creation of a new EU regulator which would have the power to impose sanctions based on a platform’s transparency and how much it “amplifies” illegal content. The Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs’ own-initiative report on fundamental rights issues posed by the DSA (27 April 2020), available at: www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/LIBE-PR-650009_EN.pdf (accessed 27 November 2021).
regime, with individuals rather than platforms continuing to bear the most liability.\textsuperscript{123}

Nonetheless, there are still a number of unanswered questions regarding the scope of application of the current draft. The draft states that the DSA applies to activities that are illegal, such as the sharing of images depicting child sexual abuse, unlawful non-consensual sharing of private images, online stalking, the sale of non-compliant or counterfeit products, the non-authorized use of copyright protected material, or activities involving infringements of consumer protection law. But the definition of “illegal content” in the current draft of the DSA does not expressly include content related to THB activities, including exploitation of adults, which would be a glaring omission in the effort to protect vulnerable populations.

The DSA has been flagged by the European Commission as a key step in enhancing the rights of individuals to demand the removal of content, including across borders.\textsuperscript{124} Additionally, the proposed DSA provides that the European Commission engages with the private sector and civil society to draw up codes of conduct setting out “harmonised European [due diligence] standards” for online platforms, although it is unclear whether these would be voluntary or binding.\textsuperscript{125}

The proposed DSA remains in draft form, and discussions by the European Council to find a common position are ongoing. However, it signals the EU’s proposed approach: preserving the status quo on liability and monitoring obligations, while simultaneously expanding the obligations of online platforms.

\textbf{b. The UK Online Harms Bill}

In 2019, the United Kingdom - which has made clear it will not implement the DSA - published the “Online Harms White Paper”. This established a preliminary framework for the draft Online Safety Bill, which was published in May 2021. In the White Paper, the UK Government stated that the pending regulatory framework would “usher in a new age of accountability for tech companies”.\textsuperscript{126}

The re-think of online platform governance has been triggered by the sense that “progress has been too slow and inconsistent” by online platforms in mitigating the risk that their services are misused to commit criminal offences and propagate harm.\textsuperscript{127}

Government rhetoric regarding the policy has repeatedly emphasized that the United Kingdom is seeking to pioneer a global standard for regulating digital services.\textsuperscript{128} While the regulation of online platforms is under scrutiny across a range of jurisdictions, including the EU (as outlined above) and India, the position papers published by the UK Government to date point to particularly far-reaching change.

The bill, if implemented as currently drafted, would impose a new statutory duty of care on companies falling within its scope to “take action to prevent user-generated content or activity on their services causing significant … harm to individuals”.\textsuperscript{129} Companies will be required to implement systems to fulfil their duty of care\textsuperscript{130} and an independent regulator – Ofcom (the current communications regulator) – will be granted significant powers to sanction breaches of the duty of care. These include fines of up to the greater of £18 million or 10% of annual turnover, and the power to block access to the services in the United Kingdom. The UK Government has also stated that it may introduce criminal sanctions for senior employees for failing to comply with Ofcom requests for information. While the Bill is not expected to introduce new avenues for individuals to sue tech companies, the government expects that “legal action will become more accessible to users as the evidence base around online harms grows.”\textsuperscript{131}

Although the UK Government has stated that the new framework will “increase the responsibility of online services in a way that is compatible with the EU’s e-Commerce Directive[s]” position on liability, the policy papers triggered extensive lobbying by industry, which perceived the framework to impose


\textsuperscript{127}Ibid, p. 7.

\textsuperscript{128} Ibid, p. 7.

\textsuperscript{129} The new regulatory framework will apply to all companies whose services host user-generated content or facilitate interaction between users, one or more of whom is based in the United Kingdom. This includes encrypted messaging services and closed groups on social media platforms. There are a number of exemptions, including for business-to-business services, and low-risk businesses with limited functionality.

\textsuperscript{130} The UK Government responded to concerns raised during the consultation on the White Paper about the potential impacts on free speech by focusing on the systems companies have in place to address harmful content, instead of on the removal of specific content itself.

higher liability risks and more stringent obligations on tech companies. These additional obligations include those targeted at enhancing transparency, discussed further below.

The White Paper also sets out an initial list of “harms” falling within the scope of the regulatory framework. These include child sexual exploitation and abuse, as well as modern slavery (which encompasses both THB for sexual exploitation and forced labour). The draft Bill defines content that “is harmful to adults” broadly as that which is illegal, identified in supporting regulations, or which the “service provider would have reasonable grounds to believe” there is a “material risk” that the content would have “a significant adverse physical or psychological impact on an adult of ordinary sensibilities”. “Priority” forms of harmful content will be designated in supporting regulations. It remains to be seen whether these reflect those originally proposed by the White Paper.

The Bill’s potential role in addressing the misuses of online platforms for the facilitation of adult trafficking offences is being closely scrutinized by anti-trafficking stakeholders. The available sanctions could incentivize additional focus on preventing the misuse of online platforms to recruit and exploit victims of THB; notably, the power to block access to online platforms could be a powerful tool in acting against adult services websites which are widely misused by traffickers to advertise victims of THB for sexual exploitation. The Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking Unit of the UK’s National Crime Agency has been actively engaging with the Home Office in the context of the legislation, including considering whether websites, specifically adult services websites, would have responsibilities to proactively look for indications of modern slavery and THB.

134 See UK Parliament, Draft Online Safety Bill, article 46.
135 Ibid.
136 Telephone interview with Jessica Harrison, Operations Manager, Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking Unit, 19 November 2020.
Specific Topics Related to Trafficking in Human Beings

As Part C outlined, the historical reliance on self-regulation appears to be shifting toward support for State-led regulatory approaches. Recent policy developments, including those related to the UK Online Harms Bill and the EU Digital Services Act, indicate that the catalyst for this shift is increased acknowledgment of the shortcomings of the self-regulatory approach, in particular the failure to stem exploitation and trafficking online.

If policy makers wish to avoid the deficiencies of the previous approaches, there are a number of key points of intervention related to technology-facilitated THB that require attention in law and policy. Within the framework of State-led regulation based on mandatory compliance, the core topics policy makers will need to tackle include prevention, monitoring, removal of prohibited content, liability, and transparency related to company actions.

1. Prevention

One area of focus for both the private and public sector on the topic of technology-facilitated THB has been the adoption and implementation of prevention measures by technology companies. It is important to note that such prevention measures are not a replacement for other holistic measures to address a whole-of-society harm such as THB, but rather should come alongside other prevention efforts. As with other interventions discussed in this report, prevention measures could be self-initiated by the technology companies or undertaken in response to a push from the public sector. Likewise, they could be voluntary or mandatory. Below, two examples of prevention measures - safety by design, and age and consent verification – are discussed, as well as the use of government-issued guidance to advance such measures. Another prevention measure – Terms of Use – is addressed above at p. 25.

a. Safety by Design

The “safety by design” approach puts the well-being and security of the users of digital services at the center of technology products and services development. In the effort to maximize profits, companies might be incentivized to introduce fewer safety mechanisms for users during the development phase in exchange for attracting more users or increasing engagement and content sharing.

This approach does not constitute a legal violation in many jurisdictions, since the technology sector is typically not regulated. However, as noted throughout this report, traffickers have taken advantage of the lack of strong safety measures for exploitative purposes. In order to find a solution to this problem, some experts have proposed a safety-by-design framework to promote the need to put users’ rights and interests at the forefront of the digital ecosystem.

Australia, which is an OSCE Partner for Co-operation, is an example where safety by design principles are well defined and explained. According to the Australian approach, the safety by design principles provide a benchmark for industries of all sizes and stages of maturity, and aim to provide guidance in incorporating, enhancing and assessing user safety considerations throughout the design, development and deployment phases of a typical service lifecycle. The principles firmly place user safety as a fundamental design principle that must be embedded in the development of technological innovations from the start.137 An example of practical implementation of the safety by design principle is when companies install default features such as SafeSites and SafeSearch which deactivate default incognito modes and prevent minors from accessing sexually explicit websites or searching for sexually explicit content in search engines.

b. Age and Consent Verification

Two related forms of prevention receiving increased attention in recent years are age and consent verification. Age verification typically refers to the process of confirming the age (or at least adulthood) of a visitor to a website or the user of a platform such as social media. Crucially, however, it also refers to the age of persons depicted in uploaded material. Age verification – especially with regard to visitors to websites - has seen significant attention lately, particularly as concerns about children viewing adult-oriented websites (e.g. pornographic sites) have grown. Again, this is a topic that may be addressed on a voluntary basis from the technology sector, as well as through mandatory policies adopted by States.

A predominant method of age verification on many websites has been unverified certifications of age, typically the click of a button confirming that the user is over 18 years old, or entering a birthdate on the screen to affirm that the visitor to the site is an adult. These simplistic methods are used by many services, including social media platforms and even pornographic websites, where the risks of harm to children are higher. Such mechanisms to verify age have been subject to the criticism that they are highly ineffective. For example, one recent study found that 27% of boys aged 9 to 12 report having used a dating app that supposedly should only be used by adults. Recently, however, approaches have trended toward more robust and accurate age-verification. For example, the dating app Tinder introduced a significantly stronger age verification mechanism in Japan. The minimum age requirement for Tinder is 18 years old; Tinder members in Japan are asked to verify their age with a Japanese passport, driver’s license or health ID to prove that they meet this requirement, in accordance with local law.

The public sector has also increased engagement in this area. A number of countries have promoted laws and guidance aimed at the implementation of age verification for visitors to online platforms with the goal of preventing exploitation of minors. In the United Kingdom, the Children’s Code applies to UK-based companies and non-UK companies who process the personal data of UK children. It requests companies to voluntarily implement appropriate measures, such as mapping what personal data is collected from UK children; checking the age of people who visit websites, download apps or play games; switching off geo-location services that track where in the world visitors are; not using “nudge” techniques to encourage children to provide more personal data; and providing a high level of privacy by default.

In 2020, France introduced a nationwide age verification system for pornography websites as part of a broader law on domestic violence. The intent of the policy is to ensure that minors do not have access to pornographic content. In order to enforce the law, the French audio-visual regulator CSA will be granted new powers to audit and sanction companies that do not comply — sanctions could go as far as blocking access to the websites in France with a court order. The choice of verification mechanisms will be left up to the platforms.

Germany is undertaking similar measures with regard to age verification, and appears to be enforcing the provisions. In the summer of 2021, German officials initiated action against four major pornography websites for failure to introduce age verification checks to stop persons under 18 from accessing pornography. The actions are undertaken to enforce an agreement of child protection, to which all German states have signed.

Most of these initiatives are focused on verifying the age of visitors to websites to ensure, for example, that children are not viewing pornography. However, equally or even more important – but much less common – are measures to ensure that the content being uploaded or shared on these platforms does not feature minors, for example in child sexual abuse imagery or sexual service advertisements. In its report on Criminal Networks Involved in the Trafficking and Exploitation of Underage Victims in the EU, Europol concludes that “the online advertisement of sexual services is an increasing phenomenon relating to THB for sexual exploitation, with children being advertised as adults”.

However, most efforts to screen for minors in uploaded content are limited to checking for previously confirmed images of exploited children and not new images that might, for example, involve a trafficked teenager. Moreover, these efforts are typically focused on exchange of child sexual abuse material (CSAM) on the dark web or in closed groups on social media, rather than monitoring sexual service websites where minors are often advertised. In short, age verification applied to uploaded content in addition to website visitors is necessary to prevent exploitation of children. (This topic is also considered in other sections of this report below such as Monitoring).

Historically, consent verification has received less attention than age verification. However, a series of highly publicized cases involving rape and sexual assault videos uploaded to pornographic websites have prompted a closer look from authorities and parliaments. For example, in 2021 in Canada, the “STOP Internet Exploitation (SISE) Act” sought to establish a criminal offense to distribute pornographic content without verifying that the depicted individual currently consents to that distribution. Although this...

142 See Tony Baggett, “Germany is about to block one of the world’s biggest porn sites” [website] (Wired, 14 July 2021). Available at: www.wired.co.uk/article/germany-porn-laws-age-checks (accessed 21 October 2021).
type of prevention measure is still nascent, consent verification could be an avenue to reduce the exploitation of trafficking victims on sexual service websites. The SISE Bill is an example of a growing desire to prescribe stronger prevention measures through legislation.

c. Government-issued guidance

While maintaining a foundation of self-regulation based on voluntary compliance, some countries have attempted to trigger enhanced industry action by issuing guidance and recommendations to the private sector to improve safety online.

For example, the UK government launched in 2019 a guidance framework for a Code of Practice for providers of online social media platforms\(^{144}\), on appropriate actions they should take to prevent bullying, insulting, intimidating or humiliating behaviours on their sites.

Likewise, in June 2021, the French National Commission on Informatics and Liberty published eight recommendations to strengthen the protection of minors online. Some of these recommendations are addressed to online services providers, such as providing specific guarantees to protect the interests of the child, checking the child’s age and the parents’ consent while respecting their privacy or seeking parental consent for minors under 15.\(^{145}\)

These initiatives share commonalities with some of the multi-stakeholder initiatives described above. However, a key difference is that the public-facing product is typically developed and owned by the government rather than a multi-stakeholder body. In this sense, they constitute an effort by governments to support and mobilize companies, while still adhering to the traditional principles of self-regulation and voluntary compliance.

2. Monitoring

Current regulatory approaches to governing online platforms predominantly employ an approach that is reactive in addressing illicit activities facilitated by online platforms. Although some prevention efforts are utilized, as discussed in the previous section, most interventions aim at identifying prohibited content (i.e. “monitoring”) and then removing or blocking it.

Consistent with the traditional self-regulation and voluntary approaches used in most countries, monitoring of content on platforms has been guided by the bedrock principle that online platform companies have no obligation to monitor third-party content (i.e. content uploaded by users of a platform, such as pictures or emails or advertisements).\(^{146}\) As is stated in the “Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers to the Council of Europe on the roles and responsibilities of online platforms”: “State authorities should not directly or indirectly impose a general obligation on intermediaries to monitor content which they merely give access to, or which they transmit or store, be it by automated means or not.”\(^{147}\)

The exemption from monitoring obligations has been called into question by a series of jurisprudence.\(^{148}\)

One key judgement is a 2019 European Court of Justice ruling, specifically relating to Facebook, which concluded that although EU Member States cannot impose “general monitoring” obligations on online service providers (in line with the EU E-Commerce Directive), they can “apply duties of care, which can reasonably be expected from them and which are specified by national law, in order to detect and prevent certain types of illegal activities”.\(^{149}\)

This has potentially wide-ranging ramifications for the duties that can be imposed on online platforms in the context of THB (to the extent that the content is manifestly unlawful), and child sexual abuse material online.\(^{150}\) Ongoing inconsistencies between EU case law and the approaches taken by individual Member States have highlighted uncertainties that require resolution and a more harmonized approach.\(^{151}\)

a. Intersection between monitoring and liability

The principle of no obligation to monitor has often been linked with a second, equally fundamental principle - no liability for third-party content. Although


\(^{146}\) While the EU Commission Recommendation on tackling illegal content online requests online platforms to adopt proactive tools for detecting and removing illegal content, this is non-binding.

\(^{147}\) This principle sits uncomfortably with the obligations on all businesses to conduct appropriate due diligence to minimize the risk of human rights breaches resulting from their services, as set out in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.


\(^{151}\) In particular, there seems to remain confusion between “a general duty of care” and “content monitoring obligations”.
liability is further addressed in section 4 below (p. 46), it is relevant here because of its fluid relationship with the topic of monitoring. Again, the Council of Europe Recommendation is illustrative: “States should ensure, in law and in practice, that intermediaries are not held liable for third-party content which they merely give access to or which they transmit or store.” However, this is caved for instances where intermediaries do “act expeditiously to restrict access to content or services as soon as they become aware of their illegal nature.”

The principles related to monitoring and liability are often enshrined together in national legislation. For example, in the United States, section 230 of the Communications Decency Act of 1996 provides a liability shield from state and federal civil laws for online platforms that function purely as hosts of third-party generated content. Section 230 also provides immunity from civil liability for voluntary, good faith efforts to moderate (i.e. monitor and remove) content the companies determine to be obscene, violent, harassing or otherwise objectionable. However, recent legislative amendments clarified that such liability shields do not apply to cases of human trafficking or promoting prostitution (discussed further below, p.47).

Similarly, in the EU, the E-Commerce Directive prohibits the imposition of a general duty for online platforms to monitor their content, and provides that if an online platform acts as a mere conduit for information, it cannot be liable for the information being transmitted.

However, the relationship between the two principles as enshrined in the E-Commerce Directive is not always clear. For example, jurisprudence from the European Court of Justice states that the liability exemption in the E-Commerce Directive only applies to online platforms fulfilling a “neutral” role, “in the sense that its conduct is merely technical, automatic and passive, pointing to a lack of knowledge or control of the data which it stores.”

This has given rise to concerns that online platforms conducting proactive monitoring to determine the legality of uploaded content and block or remove it where appropriate could be considered “active” rather than “neutral”, thereby losing the benefit of the liability shield (known as the “Good Samaritan paradox”). The European Commission sought to allay concerns by stating in its Communication issued in September 2017 that voluntary proactive monitoring did not mean that the online platform loses the benefit of the exemption. However, in the absence of a Court of Justice judgment – or amendments to the Directive – clarifying this point, the lack of certainty on liability creates a potential risk that online platforms will be dis-incentivized from taking more proactive monitoring steps.

The long-accepted position on the inviolability of these two principles is currently being challenged on a number of fronts. Critics of the protections the principles afford to online platforms argue that they were designed to enable the growth of the internet, and that they are no longer required in an age in which online platforms have profits exceeding the GDP of many States. They highlight that the principles and key legislation enshrining them, such as the E-Commerce Directive and Communications Decency Act, were adopted in a very different technology landscape, where Facebook and Youtube had not yet been founded. In public discourse, there is a growing sense that the bedrock principle of no duty to monitor – coupled with no liability for third-party content – requires updating.

b. Tensions between monitoring and privacy

Companies often conduct monitoring through a combination of human moderation and technology-facilitated moderation. As was discussed in the section on crises and COVID above, the relative balance between human moderation and technology-facilitated moderation can vary depending on a number of factors and is not constant. However, whether it is human or technology-facilitated, monitoring third-party content on platforms inevitably raises issues of privacy.
For example, the use of technology tools to monitor content has sparked a fierce debate between protecting privacy and enabling use of the technology tools to combat online sexual exploitation and abuse of children. On one side of the debate are privacy advocates, who believe that the use of technology tools to combat technology-facilitated THB are too intrusive and infringe the right to privacy. On the other side, anti-trafficking and exploitation experts argue that technology tools do not violate the right to privacy and serve to prevent and combat exploitation of people, especially of children. Further, while it is generally recognized that automated tools do not entirely obviate the need for human moderation, they can considerably reduce the impact on human moderators from viewing such content.

Two recent examples of this debate in action are explored below: the halt in the EU on monitoring content for child exploitation material in early 2021, and the increasing use of encryption by technology companies.

**The EU Electronic Communications Code**

The implementation of the EU Electronic Communications Code (ECC), which should have been transposed by all EU Member States by 20 December 2020, highlights how regulatory amendments can create obstacles for efforts to address technology-facilitated trafficking and exploitation.

A range of tools currently used to detect online child sexual abuse material, including Microsoft PhotoDNA and Google CSAM Match, were deemed illegal under the ECC. The tools relating to images generally create a unique digital signature (known as a “hash”) of an image that is, for example, confirmed to be CSAM. This hash is then compared against signatures (hashes) of other photos on the platform to find copies of the same or similar image so that they can be seized and removed. The tools focusing on videos generally use hash-matching to identify prohibited content (based on comparisons to previously identified illegal content), allowing companies to identify this type of content amidst a high volume of non-prohibited video content.

The detection tools, used widely by companies around the world to generate the overwhelming majority of CSAM reports, rely on screening user’s content in a manner prohibited by the ECC. Thus, when the ECC went into effect and the tools could not be used, some companies such as Facebook temporarily stopped using the detection tools in the EU. The impact of this was enormous – the US National Center for Missing and Exploited Children reported a 58% drop in reports of EU-related child sexual exploitation beginning December 21, 2020 when the new regulations went into effect.161 The rate of reporting would have undoubtedly have fallen further if some companies, such as Microsoft and Google, had not continued to use these tools during the period prior to the adoption of the derogation.

After considerable backlash from the anti-trafficking and child protection communities, including NGOs and tech companies that criticized the decision to forbid the use of tech tools, the European Commission proposed a temporary derogation from the e-Privacy Directive until 2025, to enable service providers to continue using existing tools “to the extent necessary to detect and report child sexual abuse online and remove child sexual abuse material on their services”.163 Despite the limited scope of the derogation, a group of MEPs on the European Parliament’s Civil Liberties, Justice & Home Affairs (LIBE) Committee initially opposed the derogation in late 2020, citing data protection concerns. The derogation was eventually approved.163 Had the derogation not been approved, organizations would have been unable to legally use these tools within Europe, significantly hampering their ability to detect CSAM on the continent that, in 2019, hosted 89% of known URLs containing CSAM.164

The EU is a trendsetter in matters of data protection and online regulation. Closing the door on the use of technology tools to identify child sexual abuse material in the EU would have had significant impacts on efforts to address online exploitation. The fact that the Code initially came into effect without a derogation and immediately impacted the volume of reports highlights the ongoing challenges in regulating online marketplaces.


Further, there is lack of clarity as to whether newly developed tools would fall within scope of the derogation. Given that addressing exploitation is an area where technological innovation is both desired and developing rapidly, failure to account for new tools could be a key obstacle to service providers seeking to enhance their responses to CSAM. There are currently ongoing discussions to find a longer-term solution that would balance privacy concerns and the need to protect children from being exploited online.

The above-described case highlights that it is important that policymakers acknowledge that there is a close relationship between policies and laws that form the global response to online exploitation and the tools and approaches developed by companies. It was companies that developed the ground-breaking tool to hash pictures so that copies of illicit images could be identified and removed. This highlights the potential for companies to substantially contribute to combating exploitation. On the other hand, while the tool has been widely acknowledged as a success, it still has important limitations.

For example, it is dependent on a database of previously known and confirmed illegal images; new, exploitative images are not identified by the software, but must be entered into the database by authorities. Second, there is currently no framework to identify, store and categorize content in cases related to the exploitation of adults. In other words, there is no database of adult exploitation materials that hashing software could rely on for screening purposes. One reason for this is likely that images of exploited adults are not illegal per se (i.e., images of non-exploited and exploited adults could ostensibly appear the same to a viewer, whereas images of children can be unequivocally designated as illegal); thus, it is more challenging to identify the images that would be included in a hash database without additional context or facts related to the image. Therefore, policymakers, instead of adopting policies and laws which would forbid the use of tech tools because of tools’ shortcomings, should work with the private sector to adopt policies which would enhance the use of these innovative tools.

The ECC example highlights the need for regulation on mandatory monitoring and the precarious nature of current monitoring efforts. Under most existing approaches, law enforcement is entirely dependent on the voluntary, proactive detection efforts of the private sector. For example, the Draft Strategy discussed above includes the following observation: “If one company—Facebook—stops voluntarily scanning its platform for CSAM, or if it lost the ability to do so because of its adoption of end-to-end encryption, the volume of CyberTips could instantly drop from over 20 million to less than 1 million. This sudden loss of investigative leads would create a whole new horror for law enforcement and the children they seek to rescue.”

Moreover, although some large platforms have conducted detection efforts to generate substantial numbers of tips for law enforcement, many other platforms do not bring the same attention or resources to such efforts. Thus, voluntary frameworks foster an uneven playing field and potential safe havens for criminals. And finally, a voluntary or “goodwill” approach is risky for States because it is subject to the business’s weighing of numerous competing interests, such as cost, resources, liability and competitiveness.

– The growing use of encryption

The growing use of encryption technologies, in part driven by increasing privacy concerns, poses a significant investigation challenge to authorities in the context of technology-facilitated THB.

End-to-end encryption means that communications are securely protected, whereby content is only visible to the participants within a conversation. In the past, online platforms have been able to monitor content passing through their systems using tools, such as those described above, that automatically search for the presence of known child sexual abuse images. Encryption prevents such tools from accessing and analysing content, posing a significant obstacle to the ability of online platforms to monitor, filter, block or remove prohibited content that is being shared.

There are some automatic filtering tools that can be used in end-to-end encrypted services because they scan at the moment of sending rather than in transit. However, currently active scanning and filtering of child sexual abuse material and other illicit material linked to THB offences only occurs on services that are not end-to-end encrypted.165 Human monitoring, pivotal to the identification of material linked to the commission of adult trafficking offences, which often require more nuanced analysis, is not possible for communications that are end-to-end encrypted.

Across the world, law enforcement authorities are faced with one of two options when seeking to access encrypted communications: attacking the encryption (by performing a lawful intercept or ap-


See also 5Rights and Professor Hany Farid, Briefing: end-to-end encryption and child sexual abuse material (5Rights Foundation, December 2019), p. 5.
plying brute force) or bypassing it (by requiring the encryption key to be handed over). Legal provisions enable the latter approach in only four EU States – Belgium, Croatia, France and Ireland – and in the United Kingdom. 166 This highlights the fragmented approach being taken to govern the use of encryption; there is no homogeneous practice across the OSCE or sub-regions. Given the cross-border nature of a wide range of serious crimes, including many technology-facilitated THB offences, greater harmonization in legislative approaches taken to encryption is required to preserve the capacity to conduct cross-border investigations.

Encryption has already proven a significant obstacle in a wide range of criminal investigations. In Brazil, courts fined Facebook (as WhatsApp’s parent company) for refusing to share data (protected by the application’s end-to-end encryption) for use in a criminal investigation into drug trafficking.167 The OSCE Mission to Montenegro highlighted the increasing encryption of digital devices as a key challenge for investigating technology-facilitated THB offences in that country.168 Encryption was similarly highlighted by law enforcement in both the United Kingdom and Israel as a growing challenge being faced.

In October 2020, seven national governments – United States, United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, India and Japan – issued a joint statement expressing concern about the growing use of encryption technologies by tech firms, and requesting that companies move away from “end-to-end encryption policies which erode the public’s safety online”.169 This follows previous concerns issued by the United States, United Kingdom and Australia in 2019 after Facebook’s announcement that it would introduce end-to-end encryption for Facebook Messenger and Instagram.170

The EU’s Strategy for a “more effective fight against child sexual abuse”, published in July 2020, also highlighted encryption as a key and growing challenge in the context of online CSE. It further called for “solutions that could allow companies to detect and report CSAM in end-to-end encrypted electronic communications”.171 However, it is widely acknowledged that “back doors” built into encryption can be used by anyone and compromise the overall security of such communications. The adoption of automated screening technologies that can function in systems that are end-to-end encrypted can mitigate, although not entirely address, the challenges to monitoring posed by encryption.172

Taking a different approach, the Eurojust/Europol “Second Report of the Observatory Function On Encryption” identified homomorphic encryption as a way forward, as it “has the potential to solve the tension between having strong encryption while still allowing for lawful interception”. The key benefit of homomorphic encryption is that it enables the analysis of encrypted data without decrypting it.173 However, the significant computational capacity required to process this type of encryption poses an obstacle to its being widely adopted.174

Despite these consequences of encryption – and the lack of clear solutions - the technology industry, including social networking platforms, has been increasingly shifting towards use of end-to-end encryption due to a prevailing emphasis on privacy. Arguments have been put forward that encryption can also be beneficial to vulnerable groups by protecting their privacy. However, there is little disagreement that the impact of encryption on the monitoring of online platforms is likely to be vast. For example, in 2020, Facebook was responsible for 95% of the 21.4 million images and videos reported by technology companies to the US National Center for Exploited and Missing Children (NCMEC).175 Were it to introduce end-to-end encryption across services, these reports would decrease drastically, removing a key source of data for NCMEC and law enforcement authorities in conducting investigations.

168 Written contribution by the competent authorities of Montenegro, 06 October 2020.
171 See European Commission, Communication From the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, EU strategy for a more effective fight against child sexual abuse (Brussels: Publications Office of the European Union 24 July 2020), p. 2.
174 Ibid.
3. Content removal and blocking of websites

Closely related to the topic of monitoring is the issue of content removal – i.e., what a company does about prohibited content when it is notified of such content or discovers it during monitoring. This issue is central to the goal of mitigating harm to victims of exploitation.

Although a significant proportion of content removal by online platforms is voluntary, many OSCE participating States have enacted regulatory frameworks requiring online platforms to remove certain content that has been detected and empowering State authorities to compel online platforms to block or remove content.

Some of the key variables in such regulations include the process for notifying companies of prohibited content; the process for defining whether the content is prohibited; the extent to which compliance is voluntary or mandatory; the timeline for take-down; whether the company notifies third parties such as law enforcements of the content; and enforcement mechanisms for compliance.

Central to this conversation is defining the content to be removed. Some approaches focus on requiring the removal only of illegal content, such as child sexual abuse material. However, there is increasing support for broader approaches that extend to content which is not per se illegal but that, for example, violates terms of use or otherwise causes harm. For purposes of this paper, such content is referred to as “prohibited” (as opposed to “illegal”). Examples of the latter might include fake job offers or escort ads which might not be actually illegal on their own but propose or invite an illegal act, or so-called “revenge porn” (aka non-consensual sharing of intimate images).

a. Reporting and notice

There are several components to notice and take-down processes, beginning with the report of prohibited content from a user. The reporting framework provided by platforms to users is important, since it can play a role in shaping the quantity and focus of reports. For example, an analysis of the implementation of Germany’s Network Enforcement Act (NetzDG) by online platforms found that if the NetzDG complaint tool was incorporated into the general complaints framework, there were far more reported take downs than when the complaints mechanism was positioned elsewhere or was less easily accessed. This highlighted the importance of user accessibility in effective notification procedures.

A difference has been observed in the approach to notification procedures between larger technology platforms and smaller ones. Among larger players, including Facebook, Twitter, and Vkontakte, there is a degree of consensus regarding “general” notification procedures adopted for reporting. Among smaller operators, reporting procedures vary, meaning users may be less familiar with them and consequently submit fewer notifications.

There is also significant variation in the categories of notifications users can submit to online platforms. For example, when reporting content to Facebook, users are asked to identify which of nine “problems” the content poses, or to choose “something else”. Notably, though the “problems” include “nudity”, “violence” and “false information”, they do not explicitly refer either to CSE or THB. Only after choosing the “something else” option can users report “non-consensual intimate images” or “sexual exploitation”. Although some THB dynamics arguably fall within existing categories (CSE and images depicting the services of victims of sex trafficking may fall within “nudity”; false job advertisements may fall within “false information”), they only do so implicitly, and rely on the awareness of the user to identify the appropriate category. Additionally, although the processes for notification on Twitter and Vkontakte are similar, the notification categories provided are broader and quite different.

The lack of express reference to THB or child sexual abuse in the reporting frameworks of key players may result in fewer user reports in relation to content linked to THB. NGOs and hotlines have argued that the notice and take-down provisions of some online platforms are not user-friendly enough, which artificially suppresses reporting.

176 NetzDG recognizes this by including an obligation on online platforms to provide an “easily recognisable, directly accessible and permanently available procedure for submitting complaints about unlawful content” (Section 3, 1, NetzDG). However, it did not provide further guidance on the structure of these procedures.


regarding appropriate notification procedures for users would be facilitated by greater consistency in reporting frameworks.

There are well-established examples of initiatives that facilitate the reporting of illegal content with the aim of achieving its removal. Two prominent initiatives are Insafe, a European network of Awareness Centres promoting safer and better usage of internet, and INHOPE. These two initiatives work together through a network of Safer Internet Centres (SICs) across Europe – typically comprising an awareness centre, a helpline, a hotline and a youth panel. INHOPE, also supported by the EU Commission, is made up of 46 hotlines around the world that operate in all EU Member States, Russia, South Africa, North & South America, Asia, Australia and New Zealand to facilitate the removal of child sexual abuse material online that has been anonymously reported by the public. Serbia and Albania have hotline mechanisms outside the INHOPE network, while Bosnia and Herzegovina has a hotline inside the INHOPE network. INHOPE also advocates for policy and legislative changes in the areas of THB for sexual exploitation of children online, and the generation of CSAM.

b. Determining illegality

Once platforms receive notice of content to be removed – either through third-party reports or monitoring – they will typically need to conduct an analysis of whether the content meets the criteria for removal. As discussed above, the content could be prohibited because it is illegal or because it violates a broader standard set by company policy or regulation. Even the issue of illegality can involve difficult questions for platforms, including what constitutes illegal content and who is responsible to confirm its illegality.

Where regulatory regimes require online platforms to take down content without a court order, this can create particular challenges in determining what content is illegal. This issue has been highlighted in the implementation of Germany’s NetzDG, which was principally enacted to address hate speech. As mentioned above, it requires social media platforms with over two million users to remove or block access to “manifestly unlawful” content within 24 hours of receiving a complaint. If there is any doubt as to the legality of the content, seven days are permitted for a decision to be taken. The definition of “manifestly unlawful” refers to elements of the German Criminal Code. This includes CSAM, material depicting sexual abuse or coercion of adults, and any threat to commit THB offences.

The inclusion of the term “manifestly”, which implies judgment by the private sector company of whether content is lawful or not, lies at the heart of one strand of criticism of NetzDG: that it effectively transfers public responsibility to the private sector, which is left to determine whether content is “manifestly unlawful”. This challenge is not uncommon. For example, Estonia’s regulation requiring removal of illegal content is silent on who determines whether content is illegal. Thus, where the provider/platform is given the preliminary responsibility of determining illegality, clear definitions of what constitutes “unlawful” content are required to limit uncertainty for the private sector.

A second strand of criticism of regulatory frameworks, including NetzDG, requiring online platforms to take down reported content within short deadlines on concerns that such structures incentivize “over-blocking”. This involves platforms agreeing to requests for taking down content which is not “manifestly unlawful”, to avoid the possibility of sanctions. Such over-blocking risks limitations on free speech. However, in the context of NetzDG, commentators have argued that take-down numbers in reports published by online platforms sug-

184 See federal parliament of Germany, “Act to Improve Enforcement of the Law in Social Networks (Network Enforcement Act)” (12 July 2017). The Network Enforcement Act, also known as NetzDG, focuses specifically on social networks (rather than platforms exercising editorial control over their content).
185 Emphasis on hate speech is set out in the Explanatory Memorandum (available at: www.dptb.bundestag.de/doc/btd/18/123/1812356.pdf [accessed 29 November 2021]). Fines can be levied for a range of offences, including failure to provide and effectively monitor a system to appropriately handle user complaints. Sentencing guidelines suggest that the size of the network, the seriousness of the violation, whether the provider is a repeat offender, and co-operation of the provider all be taken into account when determining the size of the fine.
189 Clearer guidance could also shape the user terms and conditions imposed by private companies, which currently retain significant discretion in deciding what content is or is not admissible.

For a commentary on the global concerns of over-blocking, see also Alexandre De Streel et al, Online Platforms’ Moderation of Illegal Content Online: Law, Practices and Options for Reform (European Parliament, June 2020), p. 89.
gest that over-blocking has not occurred following the imposing of the NetzDG requirements.191

### c. Removal

Once an online platform has been notified of the presence of prohibited content related to THB on their platform and, depending on the jurisdiction, that content has been confirmed as illegal or at least prohibited by an internal procedure of the company or another designated institution (law enforcement, or a specially designated NGO), the next step in the process is the removal of that content by the platform. There are no internationally recognized standards regarding the removal of content related to THB, including how quickly the content should be removed, who is responsible for taking the removal decisions, or whether the content should be shared with law enforcement authorities before removal.

Practices vary by country and across companies that host such material. In many jurisdictions, technology companies are not legally liable for third-party content uploaded on their platforms and thus the legal system does not oblige them to identify or remove such material. Under these circumstances, there is little incentive for online platforms to allocate financial and human resources in identifying and removing content related to THB.

In other countries, although there are no specific provisions regarding content related to THB or child sexual abuse and exploitation material, the removal of such content can fall under the general provision of online platforms being required to remove illegal content. Although this general rule should encompass the removal of any type of illegal material hosted on online platforms, this approach may also incentivize online platforms to prioritize other types of illegal content, such as violent extremism or terrorist activities, which often have a higher media profile. In situations where general frameworks are adopted, it is important that policymakers highlight the need to pay attention to content related to THB by issuing specific guidelines indicating how to identify and remove this type of content. One exception to the above legal approaches exists in the United States where US federal law requires US-based service providers to report instances of apparent “child pornography” that they become aware of on their systems to the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children’s CyberTipline.192

There are several examples of State-led action on removal of content. For example, the European E-Commerce Directive makes its safe harbour regime (discussed above, p. 30) contingent on online platforms “expeditiously” removing or blocking content “upon obtaining such knowledge or awareness of illegal content”.193 The EU Commission Recommendations on tackling illegal content online provide further guidance by outlining proposals to be adopted by EU Member States and online platforms for the “expeditious” detection and removal of content, as well as prevention of its reappearance.194

In line with this, a number of States, including France, Hungary, Portugal and Germany, have enacted regulatory frameworks outlining processes that broadly stipulate the grounds upon which the removal or blocking of content may be mandated. These frameworks also name the competent judicial or administrative authority to issue such demands, and outline the related procedures.195 This approach has also been adopted in non-EU OSCE participating States, including Turkey and the Russian Federation.196

However, the non-binding nature of the EU Recommendations on tackling illegal content online, and the lack of consensus around procedures for notifying and taking down content, mean a plethora of different approaches have been adopted by OSCE participating States. For example, the regulatory framework in Finland blends self-regulation with State-sanctioning powers, by envisaging that online platforms will voluntarily remove illegal content once they become aware of it, whether through their own due diligence or through reporting from individuals, without the need for judicial intervention. However, failure to do so can result in State-imposed penalties, although in practice these are limited by State awareness. In other jurisdictions, including Germany, once notified, online platforms are required to remove certain content within 24 hours, or face significant sanction.197 However, 191 See Amélie Heldt, “Reading between the lines and the numbers: an analysis of the first NetzDG reports” Internet Policy Review Volume 8 Issues 2 [website] (12 June 2019), p. 5. Available at: www.policyreview.info/articles/analysis/reading-between-lines-and-numbers-analysis-first-netzdg-reports (accessed 21 October 2021).
194 The Recommendations also request online platforms to cooperate with authorities more closely, specifically by reporting evidence of serious criminal offences linked to illegal content.
195 See Council of Europe, Comparative Study on Blocking, Filtering and Take-down of Illegal Internet Content (Lausanne: Council of Europe, January 2017), p. 29.
196 Ibid.
many of these regulations lack clarity and the obligations they impose vary. This creates a fragmented compliance landscape for online platforms.

The powers of law enforcement related to content removal are also unclear in some countries. For example, in Montenegro, the Law on Electronic Communications does not clearly spell out the powers of law enforcement to compel the removal or blocking of internet content for websites, whether these are hosted within or beyond the country’s jurisdiction.\footnote{Witten contribution by the competent authorities of Montenegro, 06 October 2020}

Even where regulations exist and are harmonized across jurisdictions, enforcing the take down of content is often a slow and, in the context of user-enforced take downs, an expensive procedure. Illustratively, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation “right to be forgotten” applies across EU Member States, and was initially seen as a powerful tool for protecting individuals who have suffered from having sexually explicit images published online without their permission (also known as “non-consensual distribution of intimate images online”). Yet victims of such violations and legal professionals working to enforce their “right to be forgotten” report that these rights are extremely difficult to implement, with some online platforms being particularly slow or un-cooperative in responding to requests to take down content.\footnote{See Leonie Cater, “How Europe’s privacy laws are failing victims of sexual abuse” [website] (Politico, 13 January 2021). Available at: www.politico.eu/article/how-europe-prvacy-laws-are-failing-victims-of-sexual-abuse/ (accessed 21 October 2021).}

The approach to establishing rules regarding the removal of THB content can be informed by experience related to other topics, such as terrorism or hate speech. For example, the EU Terrorist Content regulation requires that all online hosts must remove “terrorist content” within 60 minutes of notification. Germany’s NetzDG obliges social networks to remove criminal content and illegal hate speech within a timeframe of 24 hours or face fines of up to €50 million. Also, as mentioned above, in accordance with the recently enacted Australian Online Safety Act 2021, depending on the contravening material, online service providers must comply with a take-down notice within 24 hours of receipt of that notice.

National regulators across the OSCE face challenges of jurisdiction when seeking to compel the removal of content by platforms incorporated beyond their national borders. However, recent EU case law has clarified that orders issued by EU Member State courts have global reach. This is the case at least in law; methods of practical enforcement may pose more of a challenge.

An October 2019 ruling by the European Court of Justice (ECJ) specifically regarding Facebook concluded that online platforms can be compelled to remove content deemed defamatory or unlawful globally through orders issued by national courts of EU Member States. Prior to this judgement, domestic court orders were perceived by platforms to relate only to content available within the relevant country.\footnote{See InfoCuria Case-law, Eva Glawischnig-Piesczek vs. Facebook Ireland Limited, October 2019, Case C-18/18 (Court of Justice of the EU, October 2019). Available at: www.curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?docid=188218&doclang=EN (accessed 21 October 2021).}

Nevertheless, in practice, as the transparency reports of Facebook and Youtube make clear, content is only taken down globally if it violates community guidelines. If it violates national laws, it is only “locally restrict[ed]”.\footnote{By contrast, in October 2019 the ECJ found that the EU’s right to be forgotten, which compels internet service providers to remove all material regarding a particular individual, did not, in most cases, have a global reach. This demonstrates the careful tightrope judiciary must walk in making decisions regarding the extra-territorial reach of laws governing the internet.} It remains to be seen whether the EU Digital Services Act, particularly the requirements to appoint EU legal representatives (outlined at p. 30), will change this.

Spain has leveraged its data protection regime, which – in line with the EU GDPR – has significant extra-territorial reach to bypass, at least implicitly, these jurisdictional challenges. In 2019 the Spanish Data Protection Authority spearheaded an initiative in which it tasked the public – citizens of Spain or legal residents – with identifying and requesting the removal of sexually explicit or violent imagery, including CSE materials, on internet platforms.\footnote{See Google, “Removals under the Network Enforcement Law” [website]. Available at: https://transparencyreport.google.com/netzdg/youtube?hl=en (accessed 21 October 2021).}

If an individual’s request is unsuccessful, or the harm of continued dissemination is deemed high, the public can contact the data-protection authority directly,
which will review the request within 24 hours of receipt. If the authority finds the content to be harmful, it will demand that the platform promptly remove the content.

Failure to comply is sanctionable and platforms may face penalties for the dissemination of harmful material. The authority has already successfully demanded content removal by platforms outside of the European Economic Area, making it clear that the authority’s mandate extends, at least in practice, globally. Platforms have been cooperative in this initiative, possibly driven by the threat of reputational harm stemming from public awareness of non-compliance.

In addition to amending policy and legislation to facilitate cross-border enforcement in the context of technology-facilitated THB, it is key that States leverage mutual recognition instruments that facilitate the recognition of legal decisions across borders, and reinforce implementing provisions. Mutual legal assistance treaties or agreements are good examples of such instruments. Their advantage is that they enable countries to collect and exchange information quickly, and to carry out specific legal procedures without additional bureaucracy. Since THB cases are time-consuming, the advantages of mutual legal assistance treaties or agreements are crucial to prompt investigation.

**e. Taking down or blocking websites**

A more substantive form of content removal is to take down or block the entire website where the prohibited content resides. This approach is most commonly done with regard to THB for sexual exploitation; initiatives seeking to block access to websites featuring false job advertisements, which can lure victims into situations of labour trafficking, have not been identified. There is a close and often intertwined relationship between THB for sexual exploitation and prostitution markets in general. The services of persons trafficked for sexual exploitation are typically procured within a broader prostitution marketplace, whether legal or illegal. With respect to technology-facilitated THB, traffickers regularly advertise their victims online next to other advertisements for sexual services. Since many websites do not conduct meaningful age or consent verification, traffickers are able to present their victims as willingly engaged in prostitution to sex buyers who are unwilling or unable to identify them as victims.

States have begun to address this challenge in a variety of ways. In certain countries, primarily where prostitution is entirely or predominantly illegal, States have sought broad powers to compel not only the removal of specific content, but the take down or blocking of entire websites identified as facilitating the provision of sexual services or the sharing of explicit content. While these approaches are clearly a more comprehensive response to prohibited content, they can operate as part of the toolbox for addressing technology-enabled THB.

Blocking sites has been a recognized practice particularly in the context of combating online child sexual exploitation. For example, the Directive 2011/93/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on combating the sexual abuse and sexual exploitation of children and child pornography requires Member States to “take the necessary measures to ensure the prompt removal of web pages containing or disseminating child pornography hosted in their territory and to endeavour to obtain the removal of such pages hosted outside of their territory,” and grants States the option of taking measures to “block access to web pages containing or disseminating child pornography towards the Internet users within their territory.”

The application of this approach to adult services websites is more recent. In 2017, Israel passed the Powers to Prevent Online Offences Law, which empowers designated prosecutors to file requests to the district courts to deny access to, or shut down, websites dealing with trafficking in human beings, prostitution, pornography, online gambling, drug trafficking and terrorism. The enactment was driven by a growing realization that the designated offences were increasingly shifting online, and that existing methods of blocking content were too slow since they were easily outpaced by websites re-appearing on different servers. In line with this, the new Law provides an alternative route to shutting down websites, a route that sits outside criminal procedures and is far quicker: typically it takes from 2 to 3 weeks between a request for a restraining order being submitted and the website being taken down (when hosted within Israel) or access is restricted (for websites hosted outside the country, by blocking access or ensuring that they cannot be searched for). Labour trafficking falls outside the scope of this legislation, since labour trafficking is believed by authorities to involve a limited online element and to occur predominantly offline in Israel.
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Israeli law enforcement has observed users of blocked websites shifting to less mainstream platforms, including encrypted services such as Telegram. A connected shift in the modus operandi of relevant websites is publishing advertisements for prostitution on the surface web without any functionality to contact the individuals depicted, operating instead as “an online catalogue”. A linked encrypted sister site, on Telegram in some cases, provides the contact functionality. Between the enactment in 2017 of the Powers to Prevent Online Offences Law and November 2020, action has been taken against 36 websites publishing advertisements for prostitution. It is, however, unclear what proportion of these offered advertisements for the services of trafficked persons. In addition, nearly 3,500 websites depicting child pornography were blocked.

Similarly, in Kazakhstan, a 2016 legislative reform simplified the process for suspending or blocking websites hosting pornographic or sexually explicit material for up to three months. Four designated agencies are able to block websites without requiring a court decision.

The above examples highlight that laws and regulations can have different intents when addressing THB facilitated by websites. In countries like Israel, the primary focus is shutting down the website itself. In other countries or jurisdictions, as in the example of the Texas statute mentioned below at p. 48), the intent is to prosecute the operators of the websites. This is an important distinction, since it requires different approaches from law enforcement authorities and policymakers.

In the United Kingdom, a 2018 report on sexual exploitation in England and Wales by the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Prostitution and the Global Sex Trade found that adult services websites were “the most significant enabler of sex trafficking in the UK”. Vivastreet and Adultwork were named as the two largest platforms. This prompted widespread calls to ban adult services websites. This in turn triggered significant protests and pushback from groups representing persons in the sex industry. Following extensive debates in the House of Commons, the United Kingdom opted against banning such websites. UK law enforcement authorities argued that outlawing such sites would remove a key source of intelligence used by authorities to track down THB networks and their victims. They further claimed that any shift onto encrypted sites would pose an additional challenge.

Similarly, the Republic of Georgia’s Unit on Combatting Illegal Migration and Human Trafficking, part of Georgia’s Central Criminal Police Department, uses online platforms advertising prostitution and pornography as key sources of intelligence when identifying THB cases. This includes conducting interviews with people in prostitution advertising their services to identify victims of trafficking.

While recognizing the importance of law enforcement utilizing online information, advocates of shutting down websites used for advertising sexual services note that the intelligence gains of the police are far outstripped by the harms resulting from the expansion of marketplaces for the services of trafficked persons driven by adult services websites. Further, they argue that the small number of successful investigations are outweighed by the harms experienced by far greater numbers of victims. And finally, they note that the websites have demonstrated little in the way of meaningful safety measures.

Research and practitioner experience has repeatedly confirmed that the internet underpins the business model of THB for sexual exploitation across a wide range of jurisdictions, including the United States, Europe, Central Asia and South East Asia. Technology lowers barriers to entry for traffickers, who are easily able to advertise the services of trafficked victims while facing reduced risks, as well as buyers, who can simply and anonymously obtain a wealth...
of information about a victim. Given that technology vastly amplifies the reach of traffickers, enabling them to target an expanded audience, and that technology companies do not have the necessary framework in place to ensure safety of users at scale, it is clear that current efforts to combat exploitation, especially on adult services websites and other high-risk platforms for THB purposes must be enhanced and policymakers should consider radical measures including taking down or blocking these websites.

Efforts to take down or block websites have to be comprehensive in order to have the desired impact. As we’ve seen in this section, in some countries authorities focus on shutting down websites. In other, the focus is on prosecuting the operators of websites. Future policy discussions should maybe consider both of these aspects, at the same time punishing operators and in parallel shutting down the platforms, evaluating which could be a more effective means of deterrence.

4. Liability for online platforms

As discussed above (Part D, 2 – Monitoring), two core, closely-connected principles have traditionally formed the basis for most existing regulatory approaches to online platforms: 1) no duty to monitor and 2) no liability for third-party content. The Council of Europe Recommendation contains a clear example of the latter: “States should ensure, in law and in practice, that intermediaries are not held liable for third-party content which they merely give access to or which they transmit or store.”

a. Developing jurisprudence on liability

However, the principle on no liability is being challenged by recent jurisprudence and new legislation holding online platforms accountable – either from a civil or criminal perspective. One example is the United States’ 2018 enactment of the FOSTA-SESTA package (which stands for Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act [FOSTA] and Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act [SESTA] – hereinafter “FOSTA”). FOSTA sought “to clarify that section 230 of CDA [the Communications Decency Act] does not prohibit the enforcement against providers and users of interactive computer services of Federal and State criminal and civil law relating to sexual exploitation of children or sex trafficking.”

FOSTA notes that CDA section 230 was “never intended to provide legal protection to websites that unlawfully promote and facilitate prostitution and websites that facilitate traffickers in advertising the sale of unlawful sex acts with sex trafficking victims.” The clarification provided by FOSTA was required because CDA section 230 had been widely interpreted in practice and jurisprudence to provide such protection, leading to a lack of enforcement of criminal and civil laws against internet platforms.

The opening sections of FOSTA clearly lay out the intention of Congress and the flaws in the previous approach. This enables FOSTA to be leveraged not only as a legislative instrument, but as an advocacy tool.

The impetus for the legislative change began in 2009, when the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois dismissed a case brought against the owners of Craigslist for hosting “erotic services”, explicitly citing the protections offered by section 230 of the CDA. This sparked a public awareness campaign and legal reform drive that culminated in the 2018 enactment of FOSTA. The FOSTA legislative package clarifies that platforms are not immune from THB violations – from a federal criminal law perspective the position is unchanged – however it also enables civil claims against technology companies for financially benefiting from THB to move forward under The Trafficking Victims Protection Act.

FOSTA drew significant backlash from advocates of internet freedoms, who saw it as an existential threat to the free working of the internet. The package also drew criticism from some groups representing persons in the sex industry, who argued that it pushed them back to the streets, exposing them to a greater risk of abuse. At the same time, supporters of FOSTA, including victim-advocacy groups, argued that the websites did not provide greater safety to persons in the sex industry, but

218 FOSTA is specifically targeted at prostitution and sex trafficking, and excludes labour trafficking, organ trafficking, or other forms of exploitation related to trafficking.
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rather profited off exploitation and benefited traf

fickers by providing platforms for exploitation, as
evidenced by many confirmed cases of THB on
websites.

Within 72 hours of enactment, a large number of
websites offering escort and sexual services — in
cluding The Erotic Review, which had previously
been identified as hosting content relating to the
victims of sex trafficking — shut down their services
for US users, while sites such as Craigslist made
significant changes to their sections hosting classi
fied ads related to the sex industry.

In July 2018, a few months following enactment, a
US official stated that the package had enabled the
government to “shut down nearly 90 percent of the
online sex-trafficking business and ads.”

While an investigation by the Washington Post found
that an 82% drop in worldwide advertisements for
sex in April 2018 had rebounded to 75% of their pre
vious volume by July, a sampling of online sex
advertisements conducted in 2019 by ChildSafe.
AI, a counter-THB technology company, found that
almost 75% of these were duplicates, scams or
spam.

Contemporaneously with the enactment of FOSTA,
the market-leading website Backpage.com — to
gether with its owners — was indicated on numerous
criminal charges, including THB. It was immedi
ately taken offline. The shutdown of Backpage trig
gered an immediate decrease in sex advertisements,
an overall fragmentation of the adult services online
industry, an increase in fake advertisements, and a
shift towards using social media platforms — includ
ing Twitter and Instagram — for this purpose.

Research conducted into the impact of FOSTA by
Childsafe.AI one year after enactment found ongo
ing fragmentation of the online marketplace and sus
tained proliferation of fake advertisements, resulting
in increased cost and decreased efficacy of online
advertising for sex services, all of which raise barri
ers to entry. FOSTA also drove a number of adult
services websites to use Canadian or European
servers, rather than US servers. This demonstrates
the potential risks for patchy legislative reform to
create safe havens, and highlights the potential ben
efits of multilateral approaches.

FOSTA has triggered at least 20 cases of civil liti
gation on behalf of THB survivors against private
companies (both online and offline). In a landmark
judgement delivered in April 2020, a Texas Court re
fused to grant Facebook immunity under the Com
munications Decency Act from the claims of three
victims of sex trafficking suing Facebook and Insta
gram for negligence, gross negligence and state
law violations. The three women were groomed by
traffickers on the platform as children. They alleged
that Facebook does not do enough to mitigate the
risk of sex trafficking on its platforms. According
to Facebook, this ruling is the first of 20 federal and
state cases in Texas in which a court has not granted
an online service provider’s demand for immunity for
content posted by third parties.

The United States has also witnessed the first fed
eral prosecution of a website for trafficking post
enactment of FOSTA. In June 2020, the website
CityXGuide.com (“CityXGuide”) — a leading plat
form for online advertisements for prostitution and
reportedly the venue of numerous instances of sex
trafficking — was seized by Homeland Security In
vestigations pursuant to a warrant. The owner of
the website had aspired to make CityXGuide the
largest commercial sex advertising website after
Backpage.com was taken offline in 2018, and was
consistently unresponsive to law enforcement in
quiries and subpoenas related to sex trafficking
cases. Charges include promotion of prostitution and
reckless disregard of sex trafficking, interstate
racketeering conspiracy, interstate transportation in
aid of racketeering, and money laundering.

In August 2021, Wilhan Martono, the owner of the
website, pled guilty to Promotion and Facilitation
of Prostitution and Reckless Disregard of Sex
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This case confirmed once again that criminals are regularly misusing online platforms to exploit people and casts doubt on arguments that websites are safe and do not contribute to THB.

In September 2019, in the United States, the State of Texas amended its Penal Code to include the offence of “online promotion of prostitution”, making it an offence for “information content providers” to intentionally “promote the prostitution of another person or facilitate another person to engage in prostitution.” Together with FOSTA, which made it easier to target websites featuring sex advertisements, this indicates a similar intent to shut down online marketplaces for prostitution, although it does not establish pathways for shutting down the site outside criminal procedures.

More recently, in December 2020, following a *New York Times* article publicizing that Pornhub had hosted and profited from footage of child abuse and sex trafficking of adults, the “Survivors of Human Trafficking Fight Back” bill was introduced in the US Senate. The bill would criminalize hosting content depicting sex acts “knowingly or in reckless disregard of the fact that the participation of that person in the sex act was induced by fraud, force, threats of force, deception, or coercion”, and empower sex trafficking victims, together with victims of revenge porn and sexual assault, to pursue civil claims against sites like Pornhub.

Notably, this approach would move beyond criminalizing websites for – in essence – serving as accomplices of traffickers (“facilitating”) to criminalizing the hosting of depictions that feature exploited persons, including adults. In other words, the bill aims to prevent the publication of content depicting persons who did not consent to the depiction. While the bill is at an early stage, it demonstrates gathering momentum in seeking to hold websites accountable for profiting from the exploitation of trafficked persons.

Recent developments in Australian legislation have also changed the approach to the principle of monitoring and liability of online platforms. In 2021, Australian authorities enacted the Online Safety Act 2021 with the objective to improve and promote online safety for Australians. The Act builds upon the existing online regulatory framework established in the Enhancing Online Safety Act 2015 and also introduces additional compliance obligations for companies operating online, including a set of basic, online safety expectations. Online platforms can now be required to give reports to the eSafety Commission in relation to their compliance with these expectations.

In accordance with the Act, electronic services providers can be asked by the eSafety Commission to remove - or take all reasonable steps to remove - content specified in the notice, take all reasonable steps to ensure contravening material is removed from the service, and – in certain circumstances - make access to that material subject to a further restricted access system. They can also be asked to link deletion notices to the provider of an internet search engine service to cease providing a link to certain material, and to issue app removal notices requiring the provider to cease enabling end-users to download an app that facilitates the posting of certain material on a social media service, relevant electronic service or designated internet service. Online service providers must comply with the take-down notice within 24 hours of receipt of that notice, decreased from the former 48-hour period. Given the recent enactment of the Act, it is yet to be seen how it will be applied to THB situations. However, it appears that this new piece of legislation provides enhanced mechanisms for State institutions to address technology-facilitated THB, including with the active role of the technology industry.

---
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239 Although these challenges have predominantly originated from concerns surrounding sex trafficking, the erosion of immunity from liability could potentially create opportunities for greater enforcement against websites for other forms of exploitation, such as hosting false job recruitment advertisements, which are used to recruit victims into labour exploitation.
b. Challenges for establishing liability of online platforms

Criminal offences are generally composed of two elements: the act (\textit{actus reus}), which can be established through act or omission, and the mental state (\textit{mens rea}), namely, criminal intent, knowledge, recklessness or negligence. In the context of considering the liability of online platforms, it is the latter which raises particular challenges.\footnote{242} Liability typically rests either on the intentional commission of the offence by an individual or company, or on whether the organization or individual knew, or should have known (i.e., were apprised of facts that would lead a reasonable person to know), that the offence was committed using the company's services, products or infrastructure.

Given that few, if any, online platforms intentionally commit THB offences, the question usually depends on what the company knew or should have known about whether their platforms or services were being used for criminal purposes such as THB offences.

Illustratively, in the context of child sexual exploitation, the Lanzarote Convention requires State parties to criminalize conduct intentionally aiding or abetting the commission of the Convention offence of “distributing or transmitting child pornography”.\footnote{243} The interpretation of when such facilitation is “committed intentionally” lies at the crux of the use of this provision to prosecute online platforms in practice.\footnote{244}

Determining the “should have known” standard for online platforms is the subject of debate in national courts. In the United States, the FOSTA-SESTA package clarified aspects of liability for online platforms that hinge on the “knowing” and “recklessness” standards. Its passage has triggered a range of cases analysing how to determine when private sector enterprises, including online provid-

It has been noted by advocates of a broad interpretation of the “should have known” standard that national courts play a key role in establishing liability in all contexts. Consequently, national courts are central in deciding whether an intermediary is liable, in providing protection against unfounded claims, and in enabling a body of case law to be built up to establish the way forward.\footnote{246} At the same time, for courts to take decisions in line with the intent of policy and lawmakers, laws and policies must be written clearly and comprehensively so there is little margin for inconsistency in jurisprudence.

An alternative way forward is to establish consensus on an objective “should have known” standard in order to facilitate enforcement of such provisions by reference to mandated due diligence thresholds. If such thresholds are not met, and an online platform is used for criminal purposes, this would create a presumption that the intermediary had the required awareness to be liable.\footnote{247} On the other hand, if the due diligence standards are met, typically the company would be immune from liability. The due diligence standards could be developed by a multi-stakeholder group, incorporating the technology sector as well as civil society and law enforcement, and could operate in parallel to enhanced transparency requirements to enable regulators to monitor compliance.

Linking liability to an objective due diligence standard was one element of the approach adopted in a recent draft of legislation in the United States called the EARN IT Act (Eliminating Abusive and Rampant Neglect of Interactive Technologies), which targets online child sexual exploitation.\footnote{248}

---
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The Act limits the CDA's section 230 blanket liability protection for online platforms with respect to claims of breaches of child sexual exploitation laws. It also establishes a National Commission on Online Child Sexual Exploitation Prevention, and directs this Commission to develop voluntary best practices for “interactive online services providers … to prevent online sexual exploitation of children.”

The initial draft of the Act provided companies that complied with these “best practices” (including certifying such compliance to the Attorney General under a procedure established in the Act) a “safe harbour” from criminal or civil law suits relating to the misuse of platforms for commission of child sexual abuse offences. This provision could have acted as a powerful incentive to companies in complying with these standards. However, although the Commission and best practices were retained in later drafts, the “safe harbour” was removed.

5. Transparency regarding online platform actions

Public accountability of online platforms in addressing technology-facilitated THB is a very important element because in the absence of strong policies and laws in this field, one of the few mechanisms to incentivize technology companies to improve their response to online exploitation is through public pressure from civil society, media, THB survivors and others. In this regard, accountability is not possible without a high degree of transparency from online platforms on how they are addressing technology-facilitated THB at different levels. Transparency specifically refers here to disclosing actions related to policies adopted, algorithms implemented, processes designed, number of complaints received and how these complaints are being handled, number of THB cases identified and how they are being handled.

The vast majority of substantive online platforms have transparency policies, and many large online platforms publish annual or biannual transparency reports. Although there has been an overall trend toward including more information in such reporting, reporting approaches vary, which complicates comparing platforms, and they are often insufficiently granular, which limits their value.

This situation was recognized by a significant proportion of respondents to a 2016 consultation conducted by the European Commission on the effectiveness of the European E-Commerce Directive, which called for greater transparency of content restriction policies among online platforms. These responses have been reflected in the proposed EU Digital Services Act – as outlined above, p. 30. However, in the absence of commonly accepted reporting requirements, EU Member States have started to legislate unilaterally, further fragmenting the legal regime.

A key example of this is Germany’s above-mentioned NetzDG law, which imposes enhanced transparency obligations on companies. The
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planetary Memorandum states that this increased access to data will lay the groundwork for improving regulation in the long term. NetzDG requires social networks receiving over a hundred complaints per year regarding unlawful content to publish biannual reports detailing how these complaints are handled. It also dictates a range of transparency requirements, including the time taken to respond and the nature of the complaints.

However, in reports published to date by online platforms pursuant to NetzDG, it is unclear which “take downs” relate to THB offences. While “take downs” for child sexual exploitation are detailed separately in several reports, those for adult THB could fall within a range of categories, including “sexually explicit” content, or material inciting the “commission of a felony.” It therefore remains difficult to assess the actions taken by online platforms to mitigate the risks of misuse for committing THB offences. Pending amendments to NetzDG include provisions seeking to enhance the value of information provided in platforms’ transparency reports, including regarding platforms’ automated procedures for detecting and deleting illicit content.

The UK Online Harms position papers also incorporate a range of commitments aimed at greater transparency in reporting by online platforms, specifically regarding the procedures implemented to block and remove illicit and harmful content. The White Paper, one of the position papers published by the UK Government, includes an indicative list of information categories to be included in transparency reporting, such as details of proactive use of technology tools to remove illicit and harmful content, and evidence of reactions to notification. Ofcom, the regulator of the new regulatory framework, will be required to publish further guidance on the elements of information that online platforms should include in their transparency reporting, such as details of proactive use of technology tools to remove illicit and harmful content, and evidence of reactions to notification.

A more harmonized framework governing online platforms’ transparency obligations, both across the OSCE region and globally, would enhance the understanding of both law enforcement and the public regarding the role played by such intermediaries in illicit markets, including THB, and enable design of more effective regulatory frameworks. Such frameworks should be developed in consultation with online platforms, to balance the value of granular detail on the take down of content relating to THB and other offences against the reporting burden on platforms.

6. Findings on policy approaches to online platforms

The widespread misuse of technology by human traffickers continues to grow, manifesting on a diverse array of services and platforms as grooming and recruitment, power and control over victims, and exploitation through depictions, live-streaming or advertisements.

This growing challenge has been facilitated by inadequate protections across the technology sector. While some companies have developed measures or tools to respond, the reliance by countries on self-regulation coupled with voluntary compliance has resulted in fragmented and inadequate adoption of safety measures, inconsistent and slow reporting to authorities, lack of redress for victims, and impunity for traffickers. In short, the current policy approach by States to allow self-regulation by the technology sector has not worked to stem the tide of online exploitation.

Recognition of these shortcomings is fueling a call for State-led regulation based on mandatory compliance. Technology-facilitated THB requires strong legislative action by governments to establish industry standards, harmonize approaches, support enforcement and protect victims. Policy development should involve input from the technology sector and civil society and take into account the unique characteristics of different platforms, but State-led intervention is critical.

The analysis above highlights that, as part of the shift toward comprehensive State-led regulation,
policy makers will need to address several core issues relevant to THB. First, several States are exploring “safety by design” policies to work upstream preventing harm. Such measures are promising but still in the early stages of adoption. For example, age verification has seen increased attention in recent years, but the focus has been mostly confined to verifying the ages of visitors to websites, not the ages of persons depicted in sexually explicit content.

Second, as with the system of self-regulation generally, there is a growing recognition that the principle of “no duty to monitor” should be re-evaluated. A combination of robust human and technology-assisted monitoring is necessary to reduce the uploading and dissemination of harmful content by motivated actors. As part of this shift, approaches to other policy topics like privacy and encryption will need to be assessed in parallel.

Third, States will also need to establish clear parameters for removal of prohibited content, including requirements for companies to establish easily accessible mechanisms for the public to request content removal by the company, as well as for the companies to report to authorities while retaining the content for investigations. Clear standards on what content is to be removed are also needed, with government holding a central responsibility to define that content for companies. Countries are also increasingly taking more stringent action including blocking or taking down websites entirely.

Fourth, another historical tenet – no liability for third party content - is likewise being challenged in recent legislation and jurisprudence. This reflects a growing acknowledgment of the scale and severity of the problem, as well as the belief that victims need avenues to seek compensation for harm and authorities require tools to enforce due diligence obligations.

Finally, transparency has been increasingly recognized as fundamental for developing good policy and ensuring robust and good faith efforts by companies.

As noted above, a number of countries have begun to take initial steps toward State-led regulation. Current efforts, such as those underway in the UK and EU, are addressing some of these core issues such as reporting, monitoring and transparency, but still have limitations. For example, current State-led efforts are focused only on specific conduct and do not account for THB. Others focus only on illegal content and do not address other content which might be harmful. Most efforts to date have prioritized reactive identification and removal of previously-known child exploitation material; actions to proactively prevent the dissemination of new material, to prevent grooming and exploitation, and to implement default safety measures have been much less common. Most worrisome, is that initiatives to address online exploitation of adults are almost completely absent, even though adults represent two-thirds of all identified victims.

Thus, there is ample room for more effective and ambitious State-led regulation that will prevent harm and enhance safety online. Additionally, thoughtful, inclusive and harmonized policy development can create a more predictable, consistent and fair environment for businesses while ensuring there are no safe havens for exploiters.

Conclusions and recommendations

As technology becomes ever more central to both licit and illicit marketplaces, the challenge posed by technology-facilitated THB is only set to increase. Traditional methods of regulating technology have proved inadequate to the task and updated, effective policy responses are urgently needed. Solutions cannot be fragmented, un-coordinated and disproportional to the problem they are intended to counter; they must be comprehensive, scaled, sustainable and cost-efficient. An impactful response to technology-facilitated THB must be based on strong policies and legislation adopted by governments, with input of technology companies. In this regard, the Office of the OSCE Special Representative and Co-ordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings recommends that OSCE participating States consider the following aspects in developing policies in relation to technology-facilitated THB.

Ensure that technology-facilitated THB is covered by national definitions of THB and criminal procedure applicable to THB

Governments should ensure that criminal laws cover technology-facilitated THB, and that investigators and prosecutors have the necessary procedural tools to do their jobs, including investigation, collection of evidence, sharing information and presenting evidence in court. OSCE participating States should:

1. Review national laws that are pivotal to enforcing and prosecuting technology-facilitated THB offences to ensure that they adequately apply to technology-facilitated THB offences and are in line with international standards as set out, at minimum, in the Budapest Convention. Relevant laws include: criminal codes, criminal procedure codes, rules of evidence, cybercrime legislation, and legislation regulating online platforms (including their data-sharing obligations), also bearing in mind the sector-specific challenges and possible sector-specific solutions. Criminal procedure codes in particular must allow for online investigations as well as the seizure and use of e-evidence in cases.

2. Consider whether inclusion of an explicit reference to technology-facilitated THB in anti-trafficking legislation is needed (for example, have prior cases of technology-facilitated THB been dismissed by courts on the basis that the statute did not cover technology-facilitated crimes?), or, alternatively, consider providing interpretative guidance confirming that existing legislation covers technology-facilitated THB. Such steps will provide greater certainty and clarity.

- Although few of the practitioners or stakeholders interviewed provided specific examples of existing legislation that does not cover technology-facilitated THB, explicit references to it or guidance could help avoid outcomes being left to interpretation and criminals avoiding accountability.

- Highlighting the misuse of technology in anti-trafficking legislation could also provide significant value in terms of awareness-raising and norm-setting. In turn, this could lead to more attention being given to the topic, including in terms of resources. Although drafting must be done carefully to avoid unintended consequences, explicit references to technology should be considered as a feature of international, regional and national anti-trafficking legislation.

- When drafting legislation or interpretative guidance regarding technology-facilitated THB—especially when it requires or recommends certain actions for technology companies—OSCE participating States should take into account sector-specific challenges and risks. For example, standards and measures vis-à-vis adult services or escort websites, where the risks of THB are high, may be different than in the case of search engines or online payment systems.

3. Increase adoption of the Budapest Convention by all States and amend the Budapest Convention to expand its application to human trafficking cases.

- There is a need for a high degree of inter-operability across nations in addressing internet-based crimes. In the absence of an international instrument governing cybercrime (and in recognition that the status quo appears unlikely to shift in the short-term), widespread adoption of the Budapest Convention is encouraged to advance a harmonized approach to responding to technology-facilitated child sexual exploitation. Currently the Budapest Convention has only 64 signatories; non-signatories remain beyond the scope of key obligations governing regulation and co-operation in addressing cybercrimes. Widening the Convention to apply explicitly to a broader
range of illicit activities, including THB, would also enhance awareness and may facilitate enforcement. Currently, nine OSCE participating States are not signatories to the Budapest Convention.

**Enhance State-led regulatory frameworks**

The overarching questions facing policy makers in the area of technology-facilitated THB are whether to choose self-regulation, co-regulation or State-led regulation, and whether to adopt voluntary or mandatory compliance regimes.

In the area of technology-facilitated THB, negative features of self-regulation have included: limited or non-existent industry standards; inconsistent and inadequate adoption and application of voluntary principles; and slow responses to documented abuse, failure to report abuse, or active complicity in facilitating exploitation from certain segments of the industry, particularly higher risk sectors like pornography, sexual services, short-term job seeking and social media. Abuse and exploitation have accelerated dramatically, but the industry’s response as a whole has not kept pace, as indicated by the growing volume of technology-facilitated exploitation. States need policy tools to compel online platforms to mitigate the risk of their services being misused to commit THB offences, and to hold such platforms accountable for non-compliance. To ensure a level playing field and avoid safe havens for perpetrators, such policy tools must be based on mandatory compliance and be applied industry-wide, taking also into account the sector specific challenges and risks.

Thus, although good examples of innovation, partnerships and even policy have been developed under self-regulation approaches, it is the unequivocal conclusion of this report that co-regulatory or State-led regulatory frameworks featuring at least some mandatory compliance regimes are desperately needed. Nonetheless, a phase-in process that begins by codifying appropriate due diligence in non-binding regulation could be a useful, interim step. This could help in establishing consensus, as well as in creating space for exchanging knowledge and good practices, as well as incorporating lessons learnt.

Policy action from States should feature:

4. **Regional or harmonized approaches.** Divergent national approaches can lead to piecemeal responses that are difficult for the private sector to comply with. They also risk creating safe havens for perpetrators. Existing laws, such as the U.S. FOSTA-SESTA, the Australia Online Safety Act or the proposed EU Digital Services Act, although very different in their approaches, have the potential to serve as a good basis for setting broader standards. They can also ensure that regulatory frameworks are suitable for governing online platforms in the context of THB and exploitation.

5. **Regulatory reform that is based on co-regulation or State-led regulation.** This should include robust mandatory obligations on core responsibilities, opportunities for industry input and self-regulation where appropriate and feasible, and liability for harm caused. Specifically, online platforms should be required to:

   a. Establish safety as a paramount consideration for all categories of users (e.g. children and adults) in policy and regulatory measures (whether self-, co-, or state-led regulation). This should be done in tandem with other fundamental freedoms and rights such as privacy, however, safety should not be deprioritized relative to privacy in policy. Further, attention must be given not only to exploitation of children, but also of adults since the majority of human trafficking victims exploited through the misuse of technology are adults and mechanisms for their protection online are currently lacking.

   b. Implement “safety-by-design” principles in design, development and distribution phases. Principles should be developed in consultation with the technology industry. For example, default settings for privacy features should be set to prevent access to children on social media platforms.

   c. Adopt prevention measures which should include:

      i. Clear Terms of Use that could better serve as a deterrent, including simple language with key principles highlighted and that allow for removal of content and termination of accounts.

      ii. Age-verification for, at minimum: 1) visitors of websites with age-inappropriate content; 2) those uploading content to higher-risk sites such as sexual service sites or pornographic sites; and 3) critically - those depicted in sexually explicit materials. The uploader and the person depicted in the content may not be the same person, especially in cases of trafficking or exploitation of children. These standards should be applied to any platform that intentionally allows such content, not only platforms dedicated to such content (for example, some social media platforms have allowed such content without any verification metrics).


iii. In line with 5.c.ii, consent verification mechanisms should be explored for pornographic/sexually explicit content that is uploaded to any platform prior to its distribution.

iv. A clear, high visibility content-removal request mechanism for non-consensual, sexually explicit materials. The mechanism should be victim-centred where the onus is placed on the uploader to affirmatively prove consent to have the material re-instated.

d. Conduct regular due diligence of their operations and systems based on concrete standards to identify risks of misuse of their platforms and resources by traffickers and to mitigate risks that are found. Governments need to take responsibility to guide the development of such due diligence standards, preferably through multi-stakeholder consultations that include the technology industry, civil society, victims and law enforcement. Due diligence standards should include risk assessment at all phases from design to distribution and use of products, include attention to risk mitigation strategies, and take into account the sector specific challenges and risks.

e. Conduct proactive monitoring for exploitative materials and misuse of platforms, and establish mechanisms that allow direct reporting by the public to companies. Governments should support companies with clear guidance on the obligations of companies with regard to monitoring, including the materials or activities to be identified. Companies should be encouraged to examine material based on risk, rather than illegality alone. Here, the focus on harm rather than illegality in the UK Online Harms Bill provides food for thought. The Bill defines “harmful” as content that the “service provider would have reasonable grounds to believe” poses a “material risk” that it may have “a significant adverse physical or psychological impact on an adult of ordinary sensibilities.” Such approaches allow for better recognition of harder-to-identify exploitation of adults. However, it should be noted that policy makers must strive for as much clarity and definition as possible to reduce the requirement for difficult judgments by companies. Features of the monitoring framework should include:

i. Requirements to remove content expeditiously, by using both artificial intelligence tools and human moderation, and to preserve it securely for possible use in investigations or prosecutions.

ii. Provisions to report content to appropriate/designated authorities. Governments must provide for a designated agency or authority to receive and act upon such reports.

iii. An enforcement mechanism for failure to comply. Such mechanisms should be focused on achieving/incentivizing the above goals rather than on punitive sanctions.

f. Establish liability for harm caused by content on the platforms or exploitation on the platforms based on the should-have-known principle. Under this principle those harmed by content or exploitation on online platforms would be able to file a civil lawsuit against the platforms and seek damages. This principle is also a good incentive to determine companies to “go the extra mile” in addressing technology-facilitated THB;

g. Establish transparency standards regarding the reporting of platform misuse, the procedures used by online platforms to mitigate the risk of their services being misused, and the outcomes of such efforts. Greater data collection and synthesis is needed to support policy development.

6. Self-regulatory aspects and co-operative approaches can be promoted in parallel to corresponding State-led policy actions. Examples of self-regulatory, co-operative or sector-initiated actions could include:

a. Promoting industry-led enhanced safety and safeguarding measures, including by establishing industry-led associations or other multi-stakeholders approaches to share good practices and promote innovation.

b. Continuing to promote, facilitate and strengthen child safety referral services and helplines.

c. Investing in evolving voluntary, automated filtering and blocking tools to mitigate the risk of misuse of services.

d. As noted in 5.e. above, developing industry approaches to material that is not necessarily illegal, but still potentially harmful.

e. Invest resources to ensure an adequate level of human moderators recognizing that this aspect will differ depending on the risk profile of a service and other factors.

7. Enhanced co-operation between States, the private sector and civil society.

a. Develop national guidelines on institutionalized monitoring and coordinated data gathering and sharing between law enforcement, anti-trafficking actors/child protection system actors, and other relevant stakeholders. Such guidelines could focus on multidisciplinary use of tools, such as the Interpol-hosted ICSE database. States should also invest in mapping the online landscape, assessing risks of technology-facilitated THB, and gathering data on the nature and scale of the challenge, to build the evidence base for better policy development.
# Annex 1 – Selected List of Policies and Regulations

## Legislation

### International and Regional Instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Adoption Details</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women</strong></td>
<td>Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 34/180 of 18 December 1979 entry into force 3 September 1981, in accordance with article 27(1)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/ProfessionalInterest/cedaw.pdf">www.ohchr.org/Documents/ProfessionalInterest/cedaw.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Council of Europe Convention on the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (Lanzarote Convention)</strong></td>
<td>Opening of the treaty on 25 October 2007 and entry into force on 1 July 2010 (5 Ratifications including at least 3 Member States of the Council of Europe)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/201">www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/201</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Convention on Cybercrime (Budapest Convention)</strong></td>
<td>Opening of the treaty on 23 November 2001 and entry into force on 1 July 2004 (5 Ratifications including at least 3 Member States of the Council of Europe)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/185">www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/185</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Law Title</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Act/Proposal</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>H.R.1761 – Protecting Against Child Exploitation Act of 2017</td>
<td>5 June 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Senate Bill 20</td>
<td>22 May 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(State of Texas)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Policy

### Multilateral

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Council of Europe</td>
<td>Recommendation CM/Rec (2018) of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on the roles and responsibilities of internet intermediaries</td>
<td>7 March 2018</td>
<td><a href="www.search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=0900001680790e14">www.search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=0900001680790e14</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### National

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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